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Peace Committee
Changes Name
Page 2

Nothing Between
Mabel Frances

Why Not "All-Out
A i d " for Christ?
Joel E. Carlson

Sherman

O, what is between myself and my Saviour?
I wonder if anything dims His dear face;
Is there something that mars the full realization
Of His love so enfolding, His mercy and grace?
0 Lord, cleanse my heart, be constantly
cleansing;
That thoughts that are evil and deeds that are wrong.
May never withhold me from leaning and resting
Within Thine embrace so tender and strong.

Life's Problems
Alfred S. Rotz

Messiah Bible College
Commencement
Address
R. H. Wenger

Foreign Missions

0 never may riches or pleasures of earth life
Entice me from seeing Thy beauty divine
And may the rich sap of Thy Word and communion
Flow constantly forth to the branch from the Vine.
Thus cleansed and protected and evermore feeding
Upon Thee alone, my Saviour and King,
No room in my heart there will be for repining
No chance for such feelings as doubt and fear bring.
But a joy manifested in happy
rejoicing,
A peace that is calm and steadfast and sweet
When nothing's between myself and my Saviour
And I find in His love, life, full and complete.
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Relief and Service Committee Notes
Peace Committee Changes Name
T WILL BE OF interest to the readers of
the Visitor to hear concerning the action
of General Conference as it affects the
peace work of the Brethren in Christ
Church. Due to the fact that the duties
of the Peace Committee go beyond the promotion of peace and peace negotiations, it
was deemed advisable to change the name
to Relief and Service Committee of the
Brethren in Christ Church. This will more
accurately indicate the nature and activity
of the committee, since most of the work
has to do with war relief, refugee work,
and civilian public service.

I

The National Service Board of the historic peace churches', of which the Brethren
in Christ Church is an affiliate, served
notice that it appears now that the United
States Goverment shall not provide for the
operating costs of the Civilian Camps, with
but a slight possibility that they may furnish the food for the boys. In light of this,
General Conference set the budget for the
Civilian Service Camps at $1.00 per member for the coming six months; and if the
government assumes one-half of this cost
by providing the food, this time to be extended to one year. This is to be made an
obligation of each district.
It was further decided that since the
relief and refugee work in Europe is more
urgent now than it was a year ago, that the
European relief work should be continued
for another year to the amount of at least
$1.00 per member.
All of the above contributions indicate
that the members of the Brethren in Christ
Church gave liberally to the support of
constructive service to humanity. We can
not, however, participate in the purchase of
bonds which aid and promote war. When
this was brought to the attention of General
Conference, Conference ordered the printing of certificates of contribution which
car* be issued in $5.00, $10.00 $25.00.
$50.00 and $100.00 denominations. The
purchase of these certificates would indicate that a contribution was made to relieve national and international needs.
They will also serve as an alternative to
the purchasing of government bonds, as
well as contributions to such organizations
as Red Cross.
Since General Conference, the Relief and
Service Committee has decided to arrange
for stamps which may be bought for ten
.cents each. Ten of these will make one
card, and five cards will yield a $5.00
certificate. Both the stamps and the certificates may be secured from your local
Relief and Service solictor.
Henry G. Brubaker, Secretary.

.

Additional Information From
Relief and Service Committee

T

HE ABOVE REPORT was written shortly

after the close of Conference, but publication was withheld until we could give
more definite information concerning the
certificates and stamp plan.
As mentioned by Brother Brubaker, we
can expect considerable pressure to be exerted later in behalf of the sale of War
loans and bonds, and also War Saving
Stamps through the public schools, and
other drives in behalf of various relief
needs. We have learned in the past that
the best plea for exemption from these
various activities (some of which will no
doubt be very insistent) is to be able to
show some proof that we are, and have
been, supporting a relief program, and
that we have our own accredited workers
in active service on the field. Also that we
are supporting the Civilian Service Camps
as a Church project. It is to give an official
receipt for such contributions that these
certificates have been prepared.
We suggest that each district have a local solicitor to receive all contributions
and when he forwards the money to our
treasurer, John Hoffman, Maytown, Pa., he
will state the number and the denominations of the Certificates needed to cover the
amount contributed. The certificates properly signed by Bro. Hoffman will then be
forwarded to the local solicitor who will
fill in name of the donor with date and
also sign the attest form on the Certificate.
Those in the west may find it more convenient to send your contributions to H. G.
Brubaker, Upland, Calif., or R. I. Witter,
Navarre, Kans., and those in the Central
Conference District to me at Springfield,
Ohio, as all these members of the Relief
and Service Committee will be able to supply you with either the certificates or the
stamps and cards.

The stamps are put up in books of 100
ten cent stamps, thus giving the books a
value of $10.00. We would suggest that
the stamps be handled through the Sunday schools. The Sunday School would
purchase one or more books as they deem
best for their need and the children be urged to make self-denial or offering investments for the Lord, by buying the
stamps and affixing them to the cards which
hold ten stamps. When they have five
cards filled they can turn them in and get
a certificate. The Committee will furnish
cards free; simply state how many you can
use when you order your stamp books.
I am sure if you read Bro. Hoover's account of his visit to the Argeles Concentration Camp (in the June 30th Visitor), your
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heart was moved with pity because of the
terrible suffering. No doubt you also notice that Bro. Hoover is directly connected
with the relief of children from this camp.
Credit will be given under the above
plans for money contributed either to the
Relief work or the Civilian Service Camps.
For any further information you may
write to any of the members of the committee mentioned above.
O. B. Ulery, Ass't. Sec'y.
1325 Maiden Lane,
Springfield, Ohio

Mennonite Central Committee
Relief Notes
AKRON, PENNSYLVANIA:
HE following letter was received at our
Akron office from London written by one
of the workers among Basque refugee children in England:
"Dear Mr. Miller,
I want to thank your committee on behalf
of the Spanish children here under my care,
for the great help you have been to us in
contributing clothes and shoes. Frankly I
do not know what we should have done without this assistance, for, as you probably
know, things are very difficult nowadays.
I have met both Mr. Coffman and Mr.
Claasson in London, and their sympathetic
kindness, and earnest goodwill have encouraged me when I have been finding it hard to
obtain all that was needed for this Home.
I feel very keenly therefore, that I should
like to send you a personal letter of sincere thanks and appreciation for the goodness of the Mennonites in America.
Some of the clothes you have given us
have had little messages enclosed, and these
have been answered by the children in letters. I hope some of these manage to arrive at their destination.
I do not need to tell you how we people
here feel about the noble work which you
are doing for all the needy children in this
country. I can only say for my forty-five
Spanish children and myself, that we thank
you from the bottom of our hearts. Your
gifts have been a godsend to us, and we are
grateful.
Yours very sincerely,
Margaret Holliday, Matron"

T

LONDON, ENGLAND:
Word has just come through that Brother
Ted Claassen, who has been waiting several
months to get back to America, has now
reached Lisbon, Portugal. Brother Claassen
has been detained in England for quite a
while due to the impossibility of getting
passage from England to Lisbon.
LONDON, ENGLAND: John Coffman letter
of June 26, 1941.
"I am glad to report that a part of the
shipment of clothing which was packed in
Kitchener, Ontario, the last of February
has finally arrived in London. Unfortunately only five cases out of seven cases and
thirteen bales which composed the original
shipment have come through to us, the rest
having been destroyed in an air raid shortly after the shipment was unloaded. T hesi-
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tate to send such a report to our people lest
it should dampen their enthusiasm for making clothing and knitting garments in the
future. However, I feel sure that in thus
bringing the results of war to their attention in such a personal way as the loss of
these garments will do, will help them to
realize all the more, the great losses which
helpless people in this country are suffering.
It should then arouse their sympathy and
incite them to greater efforts to relieve the
distress which arises out of the war. I feel
sure too, that their Christian love should be
great enough to rise above these disappointments and enable them to continue their
noble efforts in affording relief to those
whose lives are made miserable and wretched by these acts manifesting the hatred of
men. They will thus be able to give a greater testimony for the gospel of peace and
good will and salvation to men which comes
to men by the blessing and grace of God,
through Jesus, our Lord and Saviour."
CANET PLAGE, FRANCE, from Jesse
Hoover letter of June 8, 1941.
"The colony, or Convalescent Home, at
Canet Plage is growing very rapidly. There
are now, at the time of my latest information, between thirty-five and forty children
there. As you can well imagine there are
some very great problems with so large a
family of children who have been sick. Miss
Gerber needs your special prayers, and our
special thanks, for she has done a noble
work in being both mother and father and
as well, nurse to these extremely unfortunate little waifs. My heart nearly bursts with
emotion sometimes when I am there and see
the tragedies that are written indelibly into
the minds and personalities as well as the
bodies of these victims of war. This is the
real tragedy of the spueing venom of heartless men."
"The work at Cerbere and Banyuls remains the same. We have been unable so
far to secure all the necessary things to put
into operation the anticipated expansion
program in connection with the distribution
of the Red Cross milk in those places. We
are still trying to complete the necessary
arrangements for this phase of work. Meanwhile the food distributions continue as always."
MARSEILLE, FRANCE, Jesse Hoover letter of June 8, 1941.
"I had the opportunity to escort five new
children to La Rouviere recently. * * * We
volunteered to make room for these five in
our colony. The children arrived here at
the office after a couple of days travel alone
by train. Those who have not had the experience of traveling in Europe cannot appreciate what that means. They were sent
by means of the transport service of the
French Red Cross, from Biarritz by way of
Paris, through Lyon to Marseille. They
wore rather large tags on the front of their
clothing, with the official insignias of the
French Red Cross, with their names and
other personal information. It reminded
one a little of transporting baggage or
other property. These poor Spanish refugee
children were nearly worn out, as you can
well imagine after being shoved and bumped around for those days enroute. It is very
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difficult for an adult to travel here at present, due to the very congested conditions. I
was very much touched by the pitiable plight
of these two brothers, fourteen and ten
years of age, taking brotherly care of the
three little sisters from another family. The
girls are six, five, and four. When we arrived at La Rouviere, their new home, and
were waiting for the preparation of their
very late supper, I was sitting in the kitchen talking to Madame Garcia when the
little girls came up to me and snuggled in
my arms. They needed the warmth of an
affectionate heart to protect them from the
cold, harsh world."—(Compiled by H. Ernest Bennett and A. Warkentin, released,
July 10, 1941).

Mennonite Home for
Convalescent Children
In another article we have described the
Argeles Concentration camp for Refugees.
We will not enter into any further discussion of its conditions. If you could have been
with us when we visited the Camp, I am
sure there would be no question concerning
the sentiments we expressed in relation to
it. We felt that we certainly must do something to help. The task seemed so stupendous that we were inclined to feel that the
efforts of our groups could scarcely be felt.
But always the appalling need continued to
haunt us—a need which may truthfully be
described as one of the greatest and most
horrifying in the present critical situation.
And at long last we have found what we believe to be an admirable and significant
method for applying our relief efforts to
these great, seething cauldrons of human
misery. We have found our way to effectively help.
If you have read our description of one of
these camps as referred to above you can
easily understand that all kinds of diseases
are rather prevalent, especially among the
children. A hospital is maintained at the
camp, but it is inadequate for the total burden developed upon it. Only the worst cases
can be cared for there. And even the cases
that are taken to the hospital at the camp
do not receive the sufficient care, as it is
often necessary to discharge them to be
returned to the camp long before they are
fully recovered. This is necessitated by the
many more pressing cases waiting for admission, especially cases of sickness that require quarantine. So far as we know this
is the first and only project of its kind at
present. It was in this connection that we
saw what we feel to be a marvelous opportunity for rendering a very valuable and
significant service. In a way that is unique.
We are establishing a convalescent home
nearby, to care for the children who are recovering from a seige of sickness, and are
ready to be taken to the quarantined hospital, and would ordinarily be returned to
the camp, but are not sufficiently strong
to bear the rigors of such life. In our Mennonite Home for Convalescent Children
they can continue a proper recuperation instead of reentering the terrible life and
death struggle with the odds all against
them.
At Canet Plage, just outside the city of
Perpitnan, along the sandy shores of the
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beautiful Mediterranean Sea, we found a
vacant house large enough to accommodate a
maximum of sixty children with the personnel- necessary for its management. It is a
lovely location in a village that to some of
the American delegates is strongly reminiscent of their California homes. Southward
in the distance but plainly visible are the
rugged, snow-capped Pyrenees Mountains
that mark the border between France and
Spain. Stretching away to the north and
west the Orientales Mountains are clearly
seen. The triangular valley that lies between is a gorgeous garden spot. It is at
the eastern extremity of this valley where
it merges with the sea that the picturesque
little sea-side village of Canet Plage is located. It is here that we are bringing some
of the more unfortunate ones in the great,
unfortunate masses of the camps—poor,
sick, homeless and almost hopeless children.
Here we shall try to give them a new hope
of life, here at the threshold of the valley
of palms and evergreens, in the midst of
rich vineyards and thriving gardens, with
an abundance of healing sunshine and invigorating, pure, fresh air, we want to help
rebuild strong, healthy bodies. Here in a
Home that is founded and directed by those
whose hearts have been touched by the compassion of Him who said, "Suffer the children to come unto me", we hope to help
rebuild stronger healthier faculties as well.
There is a wide, sandy beach-on which the
convalescent children can bask and play in
the sun. There is a large courtyard in
which at the time of this writing a garden
is being planted to help in the supplying of
fresh, wholesome vegetables. There is a
large basement under the entire house, ample to accommodate a laundry for the colony,
a storage for foodstuffs, fuel and all the
necessary supplies for the carrying on of
a large household. There are three floors
above the basement, with a total of twenty
rooms. It was formerly the home of a physician and is admirably suited to our purposes. We are working hard at present to
complete all necessary arrangements for the
accommodation of a full colony. A few
children have already arrived. It is a joy
to see these poor, homeless, half-starved
boys and girls respond to the loving Christian influence and atmosphere that we strive
to foster there. As Miss Gerber has said,
"It is impressing to see these sweet children
at the table. They must be very, very
hungry, as they eat wordless, fast, with
greediness."
We are most happy for this opportunity
for service in this way. Although it is in a
slightly different way than anything we
have done heretofore, yet it is the same
work of helping those for whom Christ died.
We are seeking to reach them and awaken
their stunned spiritual faculties, by first lifting the load of physical suffering and of
mental anguish, at least in part. We are
at Canet Plage beginning a new phase of
our labors of lifting. We are sure that this
particular avenue of service holds promise
of great possibilities for good. The ultimate
goal of our efforts is the dispelling of spiritual darkness and the salvation of souls. We
trust that all of our work, including this
newest effort, will have your constant sup(Continued on page 240)
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Why Not "All-Out Aid" for Christ?

church, on the Lord's side, whole-heartedly, without hesitation, or reserve, or qualification.
Who among us will not admit
that a grave spiritual EMERGENCY has
long existed? Let us be equal to the emergency, and pay the price required for the
defeat of Satan, our adversary. Only thus
can the enemy of our Christ be defeated
and the church rise up and shine as she
ought to in these perilous days.
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Joel E. Carlson
HE SITE OF Messiah Lighthouse Chapel
is within ear-shot distance of the Harrisburg Steel Corporation.
Twenty-four
hours a day we can hear this firm pounding out its products of steel. Night and
day their huge smoke-stacks belch forth
with smoke. At night time, often red
glares reveal the activity centering around
the making and the moulding of steel, now
considered the backbone of defense.
From o.ur place we often see a watchman
on the famous Memorial Bridge which
leads from the Hill section of Harrisburg
to the State Capitol Buildings. The special police guards the Steel Corporation
mentioned above whose plant is immediately below the bridge. He will stop any one
who would do damage or commit "sabotage" or in any way thwart the operations
of the steel company, now engaged at top
speed in such very important activity.
From individuals who work there we learn
that the most extreme caution is exercised
in admitting only the proper persons into
the plant, lest "bottle necks" in production
occur, or "sabotage" be committed.
What takes place in this plant transpires
in every steel plant in the U. S. A. and indeed in all industries engaged in the production of defense material. Because of
the pressure of "All-out Aid" for Britain
and for national defense all American business life has increased its tempo. Unusual
caution is being taken to remove anything
that will obstruct production and hinder
from achieving results desired. To further
accelerate production, honor is given to
plants and departments which demonstarte
the best in "peak efficiency". The- slogan
of "All-out Aid" has unified the industries
of this nation like nothing has, since the
first World War.

T

unfortunate when you consider what aid he
can muster through human beings in support and promulgation of his subversive
and destructive tactics.
When the entire processes of human government are stirred as they have not been
for over two decades, thinking members
of the church should rouse themselves to
greater action in their own spiritual warfare. Those who profess to belong to the
church militant and yet refuse to be aroused to action in a sense locate themselves
as being unfit for fellowship in such a
body. Let it be realized afresh that a perpetual threat exists to the honor of our
Christ, and to the interests that lie close
to His Holy Heart. Where that threat becomes an attack, and the attack is successful the Christ is grieved, the church suffers, and precious souls who ought to be
set free are victimized, and perhaps lost.
If the nation can eliminate "bottlenecks"
in her efforts, which important though they
be, have only a significance for time, what
shall be said of the church, which declares
a standard of courage and higher wisdom,
when she is unable to eliminate "bottlenecks" in her endeavors which have divine
authority back of them, and bear a significance for time and eternity? Could we
not say that activity within the borders of
the professed church which results in a
thwarting of the visible fruits of spiritual
endeavors be classed as religious "fifth
column" activity? Could not the church
be expected to be nearly as successful in
eliminating such handicaps in her program
as the nation is in hers?
"Stoppages" in the matter of the production of steel would be serious to our
government at the present time. But our interest is not STEEL, but SOULS. In final
accounting, how much more serious are
"bottlenecks" in religion, which hinder and
prevent the salvation of lost souls, and the
many other fruitful works of the Spirit,
within the body of Christ? When the nation moves to keep her appointment why
should not the church gird herself with
even greater vigilance than ever before to
move to her specific and all-important appointments?

The Church of the Lord Jesus Christ is
engaged in a warfare of another kind that
in which the nations of this world are interested. For the church to succeed in her
warfare it is just as important for her to
put forth unusual efforts and to guard
against and eliminate deterrents to success and achievements.
Let the evangelistic meetings of the summer months, the tent campaigns, the youth
That group of believers who would be
conferences, the open air efforts in town
and city, be considered part of the chan- as successful in spiritual operations as the
nels through which "All-out Aid" for nation is in producing defense products
Christ and for Lost Souls is expended. Let must give thought to the removal of every
the regular services of every congregation obstruction in her program. Accomplishbe equally appreciated as responsible to ments for the church can be obtained at no
produce for Christ and for human souls. less price than the nation has to pay for
Let there be constant and careful watch- her results. A greater realization of the
fulness of all sources of spiritual power implications of "All-out Aid" in the realm
lest the Adversary and his agents work of spiritual endeavors could profit us in
this day in which we are living. Nothing
spiritual "sabotage".
How the devil opposes "All-out Aid" for less than "All-out Aid" for Christ which
Christ and Salvation! It is all the more means everyone in the borders of the

Night Scene of City
George A. Bates

T

HERE is NO DARKNESS intense enough to

hide your sin from the eye of God. I
walked down the street of an Iowa city
years ago, and a physician asked me to
visit his office. In company with a number
of friends, I went to his office that evening
to see the wonders of the X-ray machine.
He made ready and handed me the strange
looking lenses and I looked upon the bones
of my friend, though covered with a veil of
flesh. The tacks in his shoe sole seemed
to hang in space, the bones of the foot were
plain to my vision, aided by that powerful
ray; but when I turned my attention to
the vertebrae, I saw the ribs standing out
like grim spectres, and when I reached the
region of the heart, I saw the dim outline
of a living, moving organ which meant life
in action, and I trembled as I thought—
man has discovered a ray that reveals the
vitals of a man in action, his heart is open
for observation under the power of that
light. One sten more and Divinity reads
the sins of that heart. For the first time I
understood the words: God looketh upon
the heart. My friend, God is looking your
way now. That lie, or crime of any kind,
that you have been guilty of, is in His
Blood of remembrance.

"Whither shall I go from Thy Spirit?
or whither shall I flee from Thy presence?
"If I ascend up into Heaven, Thou art
there: if I make my bed in hell, behold,
Thou art there. If I take the wings of the
morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts
of the sea; even there shall Thy hand lead
me, and Thy right hand shall hold me.
"If I say, Surely the darkness shall cover m e ; even the night shall be light about
me.
"Yea, the darkness hideth not from
Thee; but the night shineth as the day;
the darkness and the light are both alike to
Thee" (Psa. 139:7-12).
God has, doubtless, some plan for recording every movement, and registering every
action; and as "the night shineth as the
day," you cannot hope that any sin may
escape the photographic elements of God.
And when you stand before the Judgment
bar your life will appear, with your daily
record in panoramic reality to condemn
or to approve you. What shall the end
be? 0 , Eternity! 0 , the Judgment!
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Life's Problems
Alfred
T HAS BEEN well said that youth may fanIfancy
cy life one scene of gaiety, but reality and
differ widely. God's ultimate purpose was and is that man might be eternally happy. Sin has brought about all disorganization ; therefore, human life has become a great round of problems from the
cradle to the grave. The tendency is to
think that our problems are greater than
those of other folks, while when we carefully consider we find almost if not altogether invariably that conditions are never
so bad but what they might be worse. A certain writer has said that it is better to bear
our trials patiently by the grace of God than
to seek to be delivered from our trials.
Trials will come to all folks in some way
or another. Experience has taught most of us
that troubles and trials and heavy responsibilities if borne manfully and with a
steadfast purpose like Daniel of old we
come out as gold tried in the fire. Were
there no responsibilities to bear, no conflicts to win, there could not be the joy
and the honor of victory.
Every rational being is endowed with
the power to reason and with a clear mind
to think clearly if he will only exercise
himself in all the light and knowledge that
God has given Him. To follow the line of
least resistance is unmanly, and it leads
to shame and disgrace. If a man fails
to make good because he fails to live up
to all the light and knowledge that God has
given him, he brings upon himself the
wrath of God and the just criticism of his
fellowmen. When first things are always
first and God is taken into consideration
in all of our undertakings, every problem
of life will then be solved properly. A
right relation with God is the first and
most important matter to consider before
we undertake to solve even the least of all
our life's problems.
A worker together with God is a combination that will outwit all the combined
powers of the earth. The best of us are
too weak to solve our problems alone. God
is the only one whom we may safely consult for wisdom and guidance. The arm of
flesh will invariably fail when God is left
out of the question. No man can stand
alone in the great battle of life. The corruptions of human nature will always mislead the soul. Folks who do not recognize
God in their lives have their own preconceived ideas. They may pretend to ask
God as to their problems, and at the same
time have purposed in their heart to follow
their own ideas and their own desires.
No man is justified in making conclusions in any line of business unless he is
linked up with God. We see this demonstrated time and again. For instance, people go into business with the intent of mak-

S. Rotz
ing money; and when God is not taken in
as a partner, the lure of wealth and the
greed for honor and prestige will blind
their eyes until they will sacrifice moral
principle and perhaps every virtue that go
to make life worth living.
The great purpose of human life is, first,
that the human soul might learn to know
his God, and to become like Him in holiness and righteousness and to bear his
image; and second, to have fellowship with
his God in this life, and in its exquisite
fullness in the life to come. With such
noble aspirations in view, every problem
in life will then be solved properly.
Success in the highest degree can never
be attained without some suffering on the
part of man. "The bitter always comes
before the sweet". Success that occasions
the hardest and greatest effort has the
greatest glory, and as a rule will endure
the longest.
There is no true success on the part of
man without a conflict between him and
his own nature. The soul of man and his

God's Great Love
John 3:16
Bella
We
Thy
We
For

Gray

thank Thee, Father,
kind and watchful
thank Thee for the
life, and clothes to

for Thy love,
care;
food we eat,
wear.

We thank Thee for our loved ones,
And friends we hold so dear.
We thank Thee when on sick beds
That Thou art always near.
We thank Thee for the flowers,
The sun, the stars, and moon,
And also for that blessed hope
That Christ is coming soon.
We thank
We thank
We thank
And also

Thee for the harvest,
Thee for the grain,
Thee for the sunshine,
for the rain.

We see Thy love and mercy
In rich blessings every day,
We thank Thee for the Bible
And what our Lord did say.
Oh, help us to keep faithful
And look to Thee above,
The Father of all mercies,
Of justice, peace and love.
Read James 1:17
Read I Peter 5:7
-—Set, by Martha Resor.
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corrupt nature are two inseparable elements until the soul is set free by the power of God; and said operation will only be
accomplished at the consent of the will of
the one created in the likeness of God's
image. Man, so far as he himself is concerned is a failure; but when he has taken
by his own free will and volition, God as
his partner, he may be a success in the face
of all the most bitter oppositions that may
arise.
Heart problems are great and insurmountable only when man determines to
take his own Way. The great problem in
life for anyone to solve is to know himself, and then to realize that he is a total
failure, and to break his stubborn will, acknowledge in his heart that God is supreme
Ruler, and then to fully surrender to God
and to every event of God's providence,
with a faith and trust that will know no
defeat.
Pain, suffering and adverse circumstances are blessings in disguise when the
suiterer fully realizes God's everlasting
arms sustaining him.
Success or failure on our part depends
altogether upon the attitude we take toward the issues that loom up before us.
There is no difference with God whether
our tasks are great or small; it is only a
matter of putting ourselves in a position
that He can show the magnitude of His
grace. The problem of feeding a multitude
in the wilderness in the mind of the disciples was a tremendous task, but with God
it was no harder to feed the thousands than
to feed one single individual. Neglecting
our small duties sometimes leads to utter
failure both in a spiritual and a natural
sense, because life is made up of small
things, and even the smallest commands
that God gives us we dare not for a moment
consider nonessential. Therefore, obey God
in every detail, and heed the smallest whisper of His voice and all your heart problems will be solved successfully and gloriously.

We Need God
F WE DO NOT have the Spirit of God, it
were better to shut the churches, to nail up
the doors, to put a black cross on them and
say, "God, have mercy on us."

I

If you ministers have not the Spirit of
God, you had better not preach and you
people had better stay at home.
I think I speak not too strongly when I
say that a church in the land without the
Spirit of God is rather a curse than a
blessing. If you have not the Spirit of
God, Christian worker, remember that you
stand in somebody else's way; you are as
a tree bearing no fruit standing where a
fruitful tree might grow.
—Charles H. Spurgeon.
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Wanezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. J. Paul
George, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
,
India
General Superintendent: Bishop and Mrs. A. O.
M. Dick, Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Saharsa: Miss Anna M. Steckley, Miss Esther
Buckwalter, Miss Lepra Yoder, Saharsa, B.
N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Supaul: Elder and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter,
Miss Ella Gayman, Supaul, B. N. W. Ry..
Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Madhipura: Eld. and Mrs. Charles Engle,
Madhipura, District Bhagalpur, B. N. W. Ry.,
India.
Barjora: Eld. and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Barjora,
P. O. Tribenigunj, via Supaul, B. N. W. Ry.,
District Bhagalpur, India.
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
Elder and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Gormley, Ont.
Annie E. Winger, Delisle, Sask., Can.
Bish. and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 118 E. Coover
Street, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Anna Wolgemuth., Lawn, Pa.
Miss Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.
Mary Kreider, Campbelltown, Pa.
Verda Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave., Souderton, Pa.
Miss Martha Kauffman, 319 Spruce St., Abilene, Kansas.
Mrs. Emma Frey, 2501 Bartlett St.. San
Gabriel. Calif.
Miss Sadie Book, Ramona, Kans., Box 93.
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, fix.,
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liarl C. and Myrtle Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsled St., Chicago,
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i Special Announcements, i
Evangelistic Slate, Etc.
!
ROXBURY CAMP MEETING
T h e C a m p Meeting d a t e for this year is
A u g u s t 9 to A u g u s t 16. W e a r e h a p p y to
inform our friends t h a t we h a v e now bought
t h e Roxbury C a m p Ground a n d s p a c e is
available to build cabins for those desiring
to do so.
F o r f u r t h e r information r e g a r d i n g t h e
camp or cabins, inquire of A r t h u r C. Zook,
S e c r e t a r y , C h a m b e r s b u r g , Pa., R. 4.
BIBLE HOLINESS CAMP MEETING
Located 6 miles S. W. of Knoxville on
Scott's f a r m on Crooked road from Knoxville to Melcher, A u g u s t 21st to 31st.
Workers:
Bishop D. R. E y s t e r , T h o m a s , Okla.
Bro„ E . A. Lacour, University P a r k , l a .
Bro. H . W. Landis, Des Moines, l a .
Children's W o r k e r , Sr. A l m a Bollinger.
Song leader, B r o . J a m e s Dennison.
A m b a s s a d o r s Q u a r t e t t e , special music.
Meals a n d lodging on F r e e Will offering
plan.
I n f o r m a t i o n w r i t e M a r y Wenger, Knoxville, Iowa, R. 2.
TENT

MEETINGS

Bro. Leroy B . W a l t e r s , Morrison, 111.
Chino, Calif., J u l y 27 to A u g . 17.
Come a n d p r a y for t h i s c a m p a i g n !
A t e n t m e e t i n g to be held in R a p h o Dist r i c t b e g i n n i n g A u g u s t 9, a n d c o n t i n u i n g
for t w o weeks or more.
T h e t e n t will be pitched % mile n o r t h e a s t of E l m on t h e Brickerville road.
Eld. I r v i n Musser, of H a r r i s b u r g will be
t h e evangelist. Chas. W. McCulloh, Cor.
AN U R G E N T

APPEAL

T h e Mt. Carmel Home, Coleta, Illinois, is
in need of w o r k e r s a t once. Bro. Roy W.
Zook a n d wife, t h e p r e s e n t s u p e r i n t e n d e n t
and m a t r o n h a v e resigned, effective A u g u s t
20. Sr. E t h e l Brewer, as helper, h a s also
r e s i g n e d to go t o a n o t h e r field of service.
T h e g r e a t and most u r g e n t need is for a
m a r r i e d couple to a s s u m e a t once t h e r e sponsibilities a n d duties as s u p e r i n t e n d e n t
and m a t r o n of t h e home. Also for a s i s t e r
as a helper in t h e home. A n y o n e feeling a
definite call to o r p h a n a g e work, correspond
w i t h either of t h e following:
H a r v e y W. Hoke, C h a i r m a n of t h e Board,
West Milton, Ohio.
A. S. Kreider, S e c r e t a r y of the Board,
Milledgeville, Illinois.
( S i g n e d ) : O r p h a n a g e Board.
THANK YOU!
W e w a n t to t h a n k all w h o kindly sent
us catalogs in response to t h e request in
t h e last issue of t h e Visitor. W e now have
sufficient and no more need be sent. A
s m a l l e r issue of t h e c a t a l o g is available
upon request at a n y t i m e . Your o r d e r s a r e
a l w a y s appreciated.
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NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITIES
Canada
FROM SPRINGVALE, ONT.
On June 21st, 1941, our semi-annual love
feast was held. A number of visitors were
present, among whom were Bish. L. Shoalts,
Elders E. M. Sider, Edward Gilmore, and
W. Reighard. The communion service was
enjoyed by all.
On Sunday morning an ordination service was held. Bro. and Sr. Paul Nigh were
ordained to the ministry and Bro. and Sr.
Georges French as deacons. The ceremony
was preceded by sermons in two parts. Eld.
E. M. Sider spoke on "The Responsibility of
Officials to the Laity." A few high points
touched were: 1. The church being a great
institution it is necessary to work together.
2. He needs a divine call. 3. Conversation
unquestionable. 4. Set a right example.
5. He is to be a watchman, on the lookout for
modernism in the church and guide his people in business, pleasure, and social life, as
well the dress problem. 6. Then again he is a
shepherd. Feed the church by preaching.
In the homes give reproof or rebuke when
necessary. Preach the word was especially
stressed.
Eld. Walter Reighard next spoke on
"The Responsibility of the Laity to the
Official," 1. Co-operate and support. 2.
Need to be saved and sanctified. 3. Help
share burdens. 4. Attend public worship
regularly, not to be absent because a certain
preacher preaches. This is an indication of
either childishness or carnality. 5. Support
morally and financially. 6. Take advice
from officials in social and financial problems.
Both these sermons were ably delivered
and much appreciated. We trust God's
blessing may follow and the church be
strengthened and stirred to greater activity.
Delia W. Nigh, Cor.
REPORT OF HOUGHTON MISSION
April, • May and June,
GENERAL
Joshua 1:6—"Be strong and of good courage" are words that are applicable to us all.
And as God promised Joshua that he would
be with him, even as he had been with
Moses, so we can rest assured that God is
ever the same.
The spring months have again slipped
past and now we are in the midst of our summer season. The Lord has blest our gardens
and fields for which we are thankful. The
Lord willing we plan to commence our summer tent meetings this coming Sunday with
Bro. Henry Ginder as evangelist. We also
plan to have a two weeks' Vacational Bible
School at the same time.
Our regular services have been carried
on as us.ual during the past quarter. The
attendance is fairly good, considering the
labor situation existing here at the present
time. We also wish to thank all who have
contributed to the work. In addition to the
financial report I wish to acknowledge the
following donations: strawberries by John
Davies; twenty bushels oats by Bro. and Sr.
Orland Teale; apple butter by Bro. and Sr.
Landon Steckley; one bag of potatoes by
Ernest Fick.

We again wish to thank all for the loyal
support given Houghton Mission, not only
during the past quarter, but during the
past years. We trust that if Jesus tarries,
Houghton Mission will continue to find a
place in your prayers.
Financial Report, April, May,
Receipts
Balance on Hand April 1, 1941
Mrs. C. L. Legree
Bro. and Sr. James Gilmore
Bro. Alex. Chapman ..:
Sr. Mamie Moore
Sr. Clara Belle Teale
Sr. Hilda McCombs
Sr. Norman Pressey
Edward and Emma Gilmore
Sr. Florence Messacer
A Friend
Bro. Eli Ott
Sr. Leah Steckley
Bro. and Sr. Jessie Winger
Bro. Maylon Mitts
Bro. Cecil Hall
Bro. Maylon Mitts
Springvale Friends
Houghton Centre Offerings
Frogmore Offerings
Guysboro Offerings
Total receipts
Expenditures
Gasoline and oil
Car repairs
Electric bill
Groceries
Bread
Miscellaneous

June
$13.63
50
5.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
7.19
19.61
4.66
$86.59
....$31.47
6.60
9.43
26.85
8.18
3.44

Total expenditures
$85.97
Balance on hand July 1, 1941
$ .62
Yours in Jesus' name,
Edward and Emma Gilmore,
Idellus Sider, Clara Steckley.

California
LIFE LINE GOSPEL MISSION
General Report
We desire to magnify the Lord. This
past quarter our activities as Mission Workers have been greatly diversified from the
regular routine. During the months of May
and June each of us enjoyed a vacation,
and an opportunity to represent the work
of the Lord in San Francisco. The combined number of times in which messages
were given in Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Penna., were thirty-four.
We are trusting that many of the people in
these groups contacted will remember the
work here in their prayers.
We were happy to have Sr. Edna Harmon
from Upland, Calif., assist Sr. Ruth Bowers in the work while the rest of us attended
the General Conference. We wish to express our thanks for her labors among us.
Bishop J. H. Wagaman spent two weeks
with us during the later part of April and
the first of May. One young man sought
the Lord during this time. He has been
working out of the city among ungodly men
and asks that we pray for him.
The last Sunday of the special meetings
Bishop Wagaman and Bro. Alvin Burkholder were with us in a Communion Serv-
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ice. There were twenty-eight participated
in this service. The Lord is to be praised
for His special blessings given to this meetingThere were eight knelt at the altar during the quarter. We know that God definitely saved some out of this group and we
urge you to remember them in prayer.
Three thousand two hundred and seventysix people attended the services. Two thousand and fifty-three were served food. These
were given food at a total cost of $19.95.
This would be impossible if it were not for
the Continental Baking Company who gives
us, free of charge, all the bread we can use.
We thank our Heavenly Father for their
generosity.
We are believing God for a continuous revival at the Life Line Gospel Mission. We
are looking to you to help us in this great
work.
Financial Report—April, May, June
Receipts
Balance on hand April 1, 1941
$ 11.44
Hall offerings
190.27
Rent
50.35
Henry Dozier
18.00
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Wiles :
2.00
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Hess
1.00
Miss Ruth Bowers
4.75
Jens Pedersen (Board and Room) .... 25.00
T. P. Egling
•.
10.00
Bishop J. H. Wagaman
3.00
Souderton-Silverdale Dist., Pa
3.00
A Friend, Pasadena, Calif
5.00
Richard Schmidt
1.00
Miss Olive Books
2.00
Rev. Walter Bohen
3.00
Mt. Joy, Penna
5.00
Total Income

$334.81
Expenses

House:
Table
Water
Phone
Gas and electricity
Incidentals
Paint
Linoleum and cement

$ 80.00
5.48
9.00
13.10
11.77
7,83
1.74

Total House
Hall:
Rent
Water
Electricity
Incidentals
Transportation
Food
Sunday School Supplies
Postage
Tracts
Fire-wood
Shelter—Poor
Door window
Evangelist
Mt. Carmel Orphanage

$128.92
$ 60.00
2.88
6.42
8.59
17.57
19.95
1.12
2.50
1.00
1.00
2.70
3.81
29.60
15.00

Total Hall
House Expense
Hall Expense
'

$172.14
$128.92
172.14

Total Income
Total Expense

$334.81
301.06

Balance July 1
$ 33.75
Donations: The following persons have
remembered us with donations of food for
which we are indeed grateful. Bro. William
Jones, Bro. Sam Perlberger, Bishop J. H.
Wagaman. Bro. and Sr. Walter Bohen, Sr.
Edna Harmon and Bro. and Sr. Abram M.
Hess.
In the interest of souls,
William and Mary Hoke,
Grace Plum and Ruth Bowers.
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Illinois
REPORT OF CHICAGO MISSION
The past quarter has passed so quickly.
Our midweek Bible classes for children
closed in May. Several interesting young
people's services were spent in reviewing the
work accomplished the past year. We were
pleased to see many interested parents present. Visiting in a home recently we asked
the girl of fourteen when she was saved.
She quickly replied at an altar service of
this midweek class. We had forgotten her
among the number who thus sought God,
but she was definite as to time and place.
Thus we seek not only to impart Bible
knowledge but the salvation of the souls entrusted to our care.
Our regular schedule of services continue
with good interest and attendance, with
some souls seeking God at an altar of prayer. Open Air Meetings are being held on
Saturday and Sunday nights. Last Saturday we had a good talk with a man who had
formerly held.a bank position but had gone
down because of drink. We could not help
but think of the tragedy of sin as we looked
at him. He promises to return. Pray for him
and for these open air meetings with their
wonderful opportunities of contacting people for Christ. We were presented with 500
Gospels of John from the American Bible
Society, with our Mission imprint. These
are given to those who stay till the service closes; also many tracts are given to
those who pass by.
Conference convening within 100 miles of
Chicago brought us many visitors before
and after, whose fellowship and encouragement we appreciated: Joe and Jake Bert
and families of Upland, Calif., including
Fannie Bert and Sarah Hoover. Our niece
and husband, Geo. and Violet Lenhert, of
Abilene, Kans. Avery Sollenberger and
family of Chambersburg, Pa., whose son,
Chester was united in marriage to Norma
Collins in our Mission chapel on June 2nd.
Norma was a former Chicago girl who was
saved and baptized here. Bro. and Sr.
Abram Brechbill of Abilene. Sr. Brechbill
was a former worker with us in the'Mission.
Ray Witter and family, and our brother
Joel Carlson of Harrisburg, Pa.
Missionaries visiting us were Sr. Martha
Kauffman, Sr. Emma Frey, Annie Winger,
also Bish. H. H. Brubaker and family whose
message and fellowship we did appreciate.
Male Chorus from Grantham sang here
April 16th. Their broadcast over WMBI
was heard in Illinois, Indiana and Michigan.
Their fine service of song, under leadership
of Irwin Thomas brought blessing and inspiration to us.
Among many messages given by our visiting friends was the brief talk by Sr. Sadie '
Book of Africa, telling of her return trip to
America. Her account of the bright lights
playing on the freshly painted American
flag on deck and side of ship, the constant
vigil of the night watch calling every thirty
minutes, "lights are burning brightly, sir"
impressed us. The days are dark, iniquity
is abounding, the love of many waxes cold,
and we want our light to shine brightly.
The other day we saw a little boy trying to
lead a drunken man. We went out and
recognized the boy as one who attended our
midweek classes. He was about twelve and
the man was his father. We do not forget
the look on his freckled face as we approached. We tried to speak comforting
words, and we were full of thought and
gratitude as we recalled our Christian heritage, also the kindness- and interest of the
Mission workers to us in earlier years. We
seek to be a comfort and guide to the many
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sinsick and weary souls around us. To this
end we covet your earnest prayers in our
behalf. We desire to thank everyone who
have stood by us with their means and
prayers. "Let us not be weary in well doing for in due season we shall reap if we
faint not." Gal. 6:9.
In Christian love,
Carl J. Carlson and workers.
Financial Report, three months ending
July 1.
Contributions
April—Emma Winger, Carlisle, Pa. $2;
In His Name, $1; Offering Box $1.50; S. E.
O. $12.21; Y. P. $3.99; In His Name $5.
Total $25.70.
May—In His Name $5; Offering Box $2;
J. Bert, Upland, Calif. $5; Sr. Lenhert, Abilene, Kans. $5; Virginia Bert $1; S. E. 0.
$10.02; Y. P. $4.24. Total $32.26.
June—I. Kujawa, Chicago $1; Sr. Plum,
San Francisco $1; Sr. Taylor $1; H. Carlson $21; S. Hoover, Calif. $5; A. Brechbill,
Kans. $11.10; J. Carlson $2; In His Name,
Calif. $5, $1; In His Name $1, $1, $5; Bro.
Hoke $ 1 ; Y. P. $3.99; S. E. O. $8.49. Total
$49.58. Balance carried over $46.05. Total $153.59.
Expense for three months
Table expense
$ 69.62
Electricity
30.72
Incidental's
:
10.00
Gas
12.22

years had lived here and attended Sunday
school. The parents of some of these have
passed on and lie buried in our cemeteries;
but their children respect this place of worship and delight to have fellowship with us.
A warm handshake and a "God bless you"
does us all good. We had a very large
gathering and the place seemed like hallowed ground. We could feel God's presence and heaven seemed very near. Many
touching truths were brought to us and
tears often dimmed our eyes.
In the morning the Sunday school was
taught by Joseph S. Kratz. He spoke of
Ephesus in Paul's time, the principal commercial city of Asia Minor, wealthy, elegant
and licentious, and also the capital of the
Ionian confederacy, which had its treasury
in the temple of Diana. This building was
looked upon by the Ionians as Solomon's
temple was looked upon by the Jews.
Following the Sunday school session the
sermon was delivered by Bish. Moses Dohner
from Ohio, who is holding tent meetings
over at Lederach. His text was from the
Songs of Solomon 6:13. He spoke of Christ
and the church as the bridegroom and bride.
During the noon hour we enjoyed some
wonderful singing by the Blooming Glenn
Quartet, the Gratersford Ladies Trio and
other mixed groups.
Several speakers addressed us in the
afternoon service. Joseph S. Kratz used as
his theme, "Witnessing for Christ," relating
some of his experiences in his travels in
life. A. Roger Kratz spoke of the great
need of God in our nation, home and church.
Special music was furnished by the Hatfield
Quartet. Short talks were given by former
friends and. Sunday school goers.
Since I was the oldest one living here I
told a little of the history. Bro. Henry
Kaufman built the store perhaps before
1870 when the place was called Paletown,
as pales were used for a fence along the
road. The fence was white-washed and in
German they called it "glop bort stettle".
Sometime later Paletown was changed to
the name Portland, then to Lawndale in
1876, and finally to Silverdale in 1896,
which was made borough in 1897. Bro.
Isaac Detwiler built the large brick house
and Christian Wismer, his home, along side
of which was the little church which is now
the Brethren in Christ. Sarah Wismer and
Jacob Moyer started the Sunday school here,
who along with many of the pioneers in this
work have gone to their reward. The closing was held at the cemetery. A splendid
offering was received for the relief work in
Europe. May God add His richest blessing.
—Amanda Snyder.

Total
$122.56
Balance
$ 31.03
Received for fuel fund: Sr. Stevenson,
Chicago $10; In His Name gifts $10, $5, $5;
Bro. Rosenberger, Souderton, Pa. $1. Total $31.
In His name and fellowship,
Sarah H. Bert.

Pennsylvania
PLEASANT VALLEY, PA.
(Perry County)
Greetings in the name of the Saviour in
whom we have learned to put our trust.
Truly He has been watching over, yes, and
more than that; He has been blessing our
efforts in Pleasant Valley.
Our Sunday School has showed a decided
increase in the past several months for
which we are glad. This also brings added
responsibility for which we crave an interest in your prayers. The prayer services
each week in the various homes of the community still proves to be the thermometer
of our work in general as well as individually.
On Easter Sunday we had the privilege
of extending Church fellowship to five precious souls who testified to having found
Christ in our revival services. This group
includes a mother and father of one home,
and a mother and two of her children. To
these, our pastor, Bro. Benjamin Myers, administered the ordinance of baptism on Sunday afternoon, June 15, before a large audience of our brethren and sisters and also a
number of friends from the community.
These things in our work are very encouraging but the work is only begun. "The
harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers
are few; Pray ye therefore the Lord of the
harvest, that He will send forth laborers
into His harvest."
Ray L. Smee, Cor.
SILVERDALE HOME-COMING
It gives me pleasure to publish in a
column of the Visitor concerning our great
home-coming service here at Silverdale
church held on July 13, having seen so
many friends and associates who in former

TENT MEETING REPORT
The Brethren of the Mowersville-Greenspring district opened a tent meeting on
June 14th, at the Chestnut Grove schoolhouse, 6 miles southeast of Shippensburg,
with Bish. Jacob T. Ginder in charge. Bro.
Ginder could not be with us the first two
nights and the meeting was carried on by
the home ministry. The meetings were well
attended from the beginning, many of the
people of the community work in the orchards that surround this place, while others
work on the large Fish farm nearby, and
some get home late and could not attend.
Bish. Ginder faithfully declared the truth
of God's Word and nine precious souls
sought the Lord for the first time; one was
reclaimed. This is a new field, it is a mountainous district and sin is very prevalent.
The majority of these people had not been
attending church anywhere for years. Last
July was the first tent meeting or any other
kind of meeting the Brethren launched in
this place. Bro. Abner Martin held a tent
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meeting in July, 1940, and since that time
the work has been under the supervision of
Eld. and Sr. Wm. M. Asper, Sunday school
and services are held in a schoolhouse. Several were converted during the winter at the
regular services, most of which are standing
true, a couple having fallen out by the way.
Pray for the work at this needy field and
also pray for Bro. and Sr. Asper that they
may have strength to carry this work on
besides their regular church work, as they
are carrying a very heavy load for their
advanced years.

The testimony for Christ and the church
has gone forth. Seed has been sown; some
fruitage resulted. Some children attached
to this place earlier were lost due to the
break in moving the Home to the Paxton
Street location without any arrangement
made for these children to be shepherded by
our people. Now, the children's work is on
the increase again.
What if we should fail in the remaining
months of this provisional period and a discouraging report have to be given at the
end of this time? Would not the Saviour be
grieved if it had to be stated "not worth
while to carry on longer, so the doors had
better be closed?" It is not complimentary,
and never gratifying, to have to close the
doors of any church where a vital testimony
for the Lord has been rendered, unless there
are population factors beyond the control
of the parent organization. And unless
there is something better by way of a wider
and more effective testimony for the great
gospel of our blessed Christ.
Do you wonder that knowledge of these
facts has tremendously challenged us and
served to spur us on to more faithful and
effective service for our Christ and the
church here at 1175 Bailey Street? Will
you share this concern with us in sympathetic and prayerful support? To build a
work worthwhile you need more than just a
few, standing together. The majority of
your constituency-at-large should stand
with you. In unity there is strength. Nehemiah reported "so built we the wall . . . .
for the PEOPLE had a mind to work."
We thank God, now, for everyone who is so
minded, whether known to us, or remaining
faithful behind the scenes.
Respecting the finances for the erection
of a garage, Conoy Sunday School contributed $30.00 which was greatly appreciated. An observant Heavenly Eye sees every
gift cheerfully given for the Lord's cause.
We appreciate all who have been faithful in
remembering us in cash, or with provisions.
God bless each and every one. A larger balance in the treasury will enable us to purchase some coal at summer prices for future
needs. Brethren, pray for us.
Joel E. Carlson and workers.
Financial Report—April, May, June,
Receipts
Balance on hand, April 1, 1941..
$ 14.36
Chapel Offerings
174.52
Edith Doner
34.00
Paul Bigham
23.75
Isaiah and Doris Harley
23.50
Paul Winger
7.70
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Berger (Ohio)....
5.00
Friend of Missions
1.00
Friend of Missions
1.00
George Freed
1.00
Bessie Milne
4.00
Offering for International Hebrew
Christian Alliance
31.21
Elda Heister
3.00
Clarence and Martha Harr
50
Lilian Auker
5.20
Lester S. Saltzman
1.00
Friend of Missions
1.50
Mrs. Sarah Hoover (Calif.)
2.00
Leonard & Harriet Falk (Chicago)
3.00
S. M. Buckwalter (Calif.)
1.00
In His Name
,
2.00

MESSIAH LIGHTHOUSE CHAPEL
Harrisburg, Pa.
Another quarter has passed by and it is
time to make our report through the
columns of the Evangelical Visitor. We are
grateful to our Heavenly Father for His
'mercies in our behalf. We praise Him because He has given us grace, strength and
courage in the conflict.
Our regular services have continued with
reasonable good interest, and with a good
spirit prevailing. No one can deny that the
Spirit of the Lord is present at a service
when confessions of wrong-doing are made
voluntarily and when tears flow freely. Any
intelligent observer knows that history for
eternity is being written in moments of that
kind.
This last Sunday night we had a most
impressive open air meeting at the corner
of 12th and Bailey Streets, near the mission. Thus, in the cool of the evening, when
many of our neighbors were sitting on their
porches and steps, they heard the gospel,
because we were privileged to bring it to
their very doors. We think that heaven is
mightily interested in those unusual occurrences. Sometimes the greatest impressions
are made when people are taken, off guard,
so to speak. The neighbors listened attentively; several spoke appreciatively of this
service later. One man stood, by himself,
listening most intently, and followed the
group to their second place of singing. Is
not this sowing by the wayside?
Closing the previous conference year
brings a change in the personnel of the
workers. Sr. Naomi Wolgemuth, who had
been with this work from its beginning, has
left the field, going to Michigan, in company
with her mother, Sr. Adda Wolgemuth. The
personal contribution of daughter and mother, in their influence and labors on behalf of
needy souls in this field will be missed. The
Board has placed Sr. Ruth Friesen, of Oklahoma, here as a worker. She has been laboring in the Kentucky field for two years.
The work at Messiah Lighthouse Chapel
is being conducted on a five-year provisional
arrangement between the Home Mission
Board and the Trustees of the Messiah
Home Property, under authorization of General Conference. At the end of this period
of time, it automatically comes up for reconsideration as to what shall be done with
the property. Its future operation by the
Home Mission Board is dependent upon the
prospects which the work reveals at that
time.
Learning those facts we have felt ourselves tremendously challenged. Three of
those five years have already pased by. On
being made acquainted with this field we
have come to value the necessity for a gospel witness on Bailey Street. Since the
Brethren in Christ were here first it seems
logical to us that they should continue this
witness. If they move out (who knows?)
this place of testimony might pass out of
Protestant hands altogether. The doors of
testimony here for a saving gospel could
close, and close forever.
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Total
Total Disbursements
Balance on Hand, June 30th
Disbursements
Table Supplies
Electricity
Gas
Phone
Pastor's offerings
1

$340.24
269.72
$ 70.52
$ 72.21
38.80
12.88
11.11
33.68

(9)
International Hebrew Christian
Alliance
Coal
Repairs
Water
Postage
Miscellaneous

233
31.21
30.00
25.79
6.75
1.00
6.29

Total expenses
$269.72
Other contributions, provisions, groceries,etc. by the following: Walter Heiseys, Guy
VanDykes, Oscar Raser, John Wolgemuth,
Earl and Ada Cutman, Howard and Pearl
Wolgemuth, Abner Martin, Miriam' Heisey,
Regina Coup, Mildred Gulette, Clyde Neiss,
Frank Potteiger, A. M. Brandt (16 bu. potatoes) Leonard and Harriet Falk, Aaron
Diffenderfer, Cyrus Niesley, Virgie Kraybill, Lester S. Saltzman, Sherwood Mell,
Sam and Lilie Brehm, Mrs. Hopkins, Pearl
Crider, Phares Wolgemuth, Isaiah and Doris
Harley, Paul Winger, Attorney Homer
Kreider. Thank you, one and all.
GRANTHAM NEWS NOTES
Baptismal Services—On the morning of
May 4, eight applicants were received into
church fellowship and baptized. They were
Bunny King, Anna Herr, Sara Herr, Lois
Feme Stoner, Lois Wingert, Joseph Brechbill, Donald Minter, and Wilbur VanDyke.
May the Lord bless them in their Christian
life.
Brubaker's
return home and speak—
Three of the B. F. Brubaker family spoke
to us in the Sunday evening service, June
29. Sr. Anna Brubaker gave us a vivid
word picture of the work that is being carried on in the deserts of California by
means of the Bible Schools. Sr. Sarah Brubaker spoke of the joyous returns of Christian service in the field of Kentucky. Dr.
H. G. Brubaker gave the sermon, "Vicarious
Living," using as a text I Peter 2:9.
Halls speak in Auditorium—Bro. and Sr.
David Hall told of their deliverance from
the Zam Zam and the gracious providence
and protection of the Lord in their journeys. Our hearts rejoiced to see their composure and confidence in the Lord after their
trying experiences.
Vacation Bible School—Another Vacation
Bible School is history. We had a very successful year in numbers and results. Our
roll showed 95 boys and girls. The average
attendance was 83 with 70 having a perfect
attendance.
Approximately
twenty-five
children came from Brethren in Christ
homes. Fourteen different Sunday Schools
were represented. Three children did not
attend any Sunday School. Every Sunday
since the school closed two of these children
have been coming to our Sunday School.
It was a pleasure to look into the class
sessions. The children were eager to learn
and many times they were very reluctant to
go out during the recess. They learned the
usual round of the Bible School courses. We
were privileged to have several very good
speakers give the children character talks.
The school had Naomi T. Brubaker as its
superintendent and Prof. Earl Miller as
song leader. The teachers were: Mrs. Norman Wingert, assisted by Mary Helen
Kraybill, Kindergarten; Ruth Taylor, assisted by Anna Taylor, Primary I; Mrs.
Dan Wenger, assisted by Rachel Kratz, Primary I I ; Mrs. Lester Saltzman, Juniors;
and Walter Lehman, Intermediates.
Our missionary offerings were taken twice
to help build a snake proof house for the orphanage children of our mission in Saharsa,
India. In order to impress the children of
the need, we had a hut that was infested
with snakes (wire) and everytime we got a
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dollar we killed a snake. We killed twentyfour snakes. ($24).
We are happy that we again had the
privilege of teaching these children of the
ways of the Bible and Christian living.

H i g h l a n d S S., 0
H i g h l a n d S. S.. 0
Arcadia Church rent
North Franklin Dist
P e q u e a S. S
L a n c a s t e r S. S
M e r r i l l S. S., M i c h
D A. S l e i g h e n w i t e , p l e d g e
G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e offering, c a s h
In His N a m e Rapho Dist
F o x H o l l o w S. S
A n t r i m S. S
C e d a r S p r i n g S. S
Milton W e n g e r and family
Harry Wiles
B e l l e S p r i n g S. S
D a l l a s C e n t e r S. S
C h a m b e r s b u r g S. S
A Bro. a n d Sr. R a p h o D i s t
Zion S. S., Mich
John Garman
U p l a n d Cong., Calif.
Arthur Heise and family
Refund from Dallas Center
L e a h E. D o h n e r
Bertha Engle
L o c u s t G r o v e T. P S o c i e t y

Ohio
CHESTNUT GROVE CHURCH
Ashland, Ohio
It was our privilege to have some interesting services in the month of June.
On the 15th Rev. Arthur Climenhaga was
present in our Sunday morning service and
brought us a refreshing message from the
Word of God.
The Ambassadors Male Quartet and Bro.
Kuhns' from Messiah Bible School included
Chestnut Grove in their itinerary and rendered an inspiring program on the evening
of the 18th. Their music, testimonies and
message were surely appreciated by all
present.
Rev. and Mrs. William Hoke were with
us on Friday evening, June 20, and gave us
a special service. They each spoke and
told us in a very interesting manner of
their work at Life Line Mission.
On Sunday, June 29, we witnessed an impressive baptismal service when Br. John
Kohler was baptized and taken into church
fellowship. Bishop M. L. Dohner administered the rite. We pray that God's richest
blessing may rest upon this young man as
he goes forward in his Christian life.
At present Bishop Dohner is in Souderton, Pa., holding a series of tent meetings.
His daughter, Leah, accompanied him and
is in charge of the children's work. Elder
Ernest Dohner is taking care of services
here during his father's absence.
On July 20th we expect to have Rev.
Charlie Snyder of Mansfield, 0., with us in
both the morning and evening services. Rev.
Snyder is a widely-known traveling evangelist and prophetical student. We are looking
forward to this service and praying that
God will stir hearts as He speaks through
His servant.
HOME MISSION TREASURER REPORT
April, May, J u n e

1941

Receipts
B a l a n c e on h a n d A p r i l 1, 1941
Arcadia Church rent
A Sister, Kansas, pledge
F o x H o l l o w S. S
S a l e of P a r s o n a g e C l a y Co., K a n s
Violet Clapper
Mary McNeal Estate, Bequest
- Rosa Byster, Refund
B e t h e l S. S., K a n s
P a l m y r a S. S
P a . State- S. S., B o a r d S p e c i a l
H. P. Heisey and wife
A B r o . a n d Sr., R a p h o D i s t
J. E a r l M a r t i n a n d wife
Musser Martin
A B r o . a n d Sr., R a p h o
L o c k e S. S., I n d
J u n i a t a a n d Mifflin D i s t
S i s t e r Yoder, 0
In J e s u s ' N a m e Chambersburg, Pa
Grantham Dist
Pasadena Prayer Band
Cross Road Mission Meeting
M e s s i a h H o m e S. S
Messiah Home Cong
*
M a y t o w n S. S
Zion S. S., K a n s
Arcadia Church rent
Refund
Gospel Temple and Oak Park, I o w a
A Sr., M a n h e i m
Annie Snyder
:
P l e a s a n t H i l l S. S., 0
B r o . a n d Sr. C a r l D e r r i c k
In His Name
C o n o y S. S
Rose Bank Mission Meeting
Pasadena Mission Meeting
In His Name Elizabethtown, Pa
H e b r o n S. S., K a n s
C h e s t n u t G r o v e Cong., 0
F a i r v i e w S. S., 0

$ 254.72
30.00
5.00
3.20
91.66
1.00
90.00
17.50
8.14
50.59
10.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
22.68
15.50
7.00
30.00
50.00
10.00
269.50
30.99
17.51
32.05
76.46
8.00
20.00
17.39
10 00
10.00
19.52
10.00
20 00
44l82
15.00
11.06
5.00
11.78
27.56
23.66

VISITOR
11.43
65.22
10.58
35.00
39 24
72.15
52.48
25.00
1100.00
5.00
2.90
14.32
11.82
10.00
r5.00
38.78
10.50
35.95
10.00
8.21
2 00
112.32
25.00
15.00
10.00
1.00
9.56

$3,185.75
Expenditures
Special for B l a n d b u r g Mission
$ 55.00
P a y m e n t on S t o w e P a r s o n a g e
17.40
Walter Blackstone moving
20.00
Sec. t r a v e l i n g a n d s t a t i o n e r y
20.00
P a y m e n t on S t o w e P a r s o n a g e
17.40
M e s s i a h B i b l e College, p a p e r
1.70
F i r e i n s u r a n c e on A r c a d i a C h u r c h
97
F i r e i n s u r a n c e on O r l a n d o C h u r c h
1.95
F i r e i n s u r a n c e on V i r g i n i a C h u r c h
.65
Jonna Goins fare
7.50
P a y m e n t on S t o w e P a r s o n a g e
17.40
Oscar Raser, traveling
25.00
F a n n i e Sanders Ann. Int
38.50
Katie Musser, Ann. I n t
8.75
C a n a d i a n t r e a s u r e r , *4 Con. Offering....
133.20
B a l . on G a r l i n P a r s o n a g e
29.74
Bal. on F a i r v i e w P a r s o n a g e
64.63
Workers' allowance
1368.55
R e s e r v e f o r i n t e r e s t b e a r i n g A n n u i t y . . . . 1000.00
Total Expenditures
Balance and Total Receipts

$2,828 34
$3185.75

B a l a n c e J u l y 1 1941
$
357.41
Humbly submitted,
Abner Martin, Treas.

FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HOME
MISSION BOARD—CANADIAN
TREASURER
for period f r o m April 1 1941 to J u l y 1, 1941
Receipts
Balance brought forward
$ 76.52
R o s e b a n k Cong
12.06
B r o . a n d Sr. G e o r g e F r e n c h , S p r i n g v a l e 50.00
M a r k h a m Cong
57.20
W a i n f l e e t S. S
100.00
Cheapside Cong
26.71
S p r i n g v a l e S. S
20.46
A F r i e n d of M i s s i o n s , F o r t E r i e , O n t
7.00
Black Creek Cong
117.64
Interest
.47
N o t t a w a Cong
131.80
Total Receipts

$600.11

Expenditures
M a r t h a Sentz, car fare
$
Albert Cober allowance
Edward Gilmore and workers allowance
Walter Reighard and workers allowance
Total expenditures
Balance brought forward
Total receipts
Total expenditures

27.00
35.00
70.00
35.00

$167.00
$ 76.52
523.59
167.00

B a l a n c e on h a n d J u l y 1
$433.11
O. L. H e i s e , T r e a s u r e r .

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
FOREIGN MISSION FUND
For April, M a y and J u n s
Bank balance
$
April
Bro. George P r o c t o r
In His N a m e special for Bro. Dick for
New Tent
M a p l e G r o v e S. S
B r o . a n d Sr. G e o r g e F r e n c h
A F r i e n d of M i s s i o n s p e c i a l for Sr.
A n n a S t e c k l e y f o r B u i l d i n g F u n d ........
M a r k h a m Cong
Welland Cong
May
S i x t h L i n e S. S., N o t t a w a , S u p p o r t i n g
an orphan, India
Boyle Cong
Bro. David Cober
Mrs. Magdaline Schaefer
Rosebank Cong
J e s s e S t e c k l e y .,

6.17
1.00
25.00
28.00
50.00
50.00
81.20
16 00
5.00
24.37
6.00
5 00
4L73
5.00

July 28, 1941
June
Norman Church
5.00
F r i e n d of M i s s i o n F o r t E r i e
8.00
Wm. Philp
25.00
Black Creek Cong
110 00
B o y l e S. S
."
25.05
Sr. S u s a n S i d e r
1.00
I n t e r m e d i a t e C l a s s B o y l e S. S., s u p porting orphan, India
15.00
Black Creek Cong
10.00
George Proctor
2.00
Disbursements
B r o . R. H . M a n n
$450.00
Bro. Chas. Engle
95.00
Humbly submitted,
Wm. Charlton

FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE
BENEFICIARY FUND
April, May, June, 1941
Receipts
B a l a n c e on h a n d A p r i l 1, 1941
$ 657.37
D o n e g a l D i s t . L a n c a s t e r Co. P a
88.29
S a m u e l K. N i s s l e y , R a p h o Dist., P a
5.00
A B r o t h e r a n d S i s t e r , R a p h o Dist., P a .
5.00
A B r o t h e r a n d S i s t e r R a p h o Dist., P a .
2.00
K a n s a s State Conference, K a n s a s
91.67
M o w e r s v i l l e S. S., P a
14.12
G o s p e l T e m p l e & O a k P a r k S. S.,
Des Moines, Iowa
12.55
Zion S. S. K a n s a s
70.34
B e t h e l S. S., K a n s a s
7.83
N a n c y R e i c h a r d E s t a t e , Calif
173.85
J u n i a t a Dist., P a
15.50
M a n o r S. S., P a
48.38
R e f t o n S. S. P a
12.80
C r o s s R o a d s S. S., Mt. J o y , P a
71.91
G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e Offering, I n d i a n a . . . . 610.72
Menno Brubaker, R a p h o Dist. P a
5.00
A B r o t h e r R a p h o Dist., P a
2.00
S o u d e r t o n S. S., P a
32.00
A S i s t e r , Sask., C a n a d a
4.00
M a r k h a m Cong., O n t . C a n a d a
29.40
B e r t i e Cong., Ont., C a n a d a
20.00
Total Receipts
Expenditures
Paid to Beneficiaries:
April
May
June
Stamps
Check service charge

$1979.73
$ 201.00
191.00
336.00
3.00
.52

Total expenditures
$ 731.52
B a l a n c e on h a n d J u l y 1, 1941
$1248.21
C a r l J. U l e r y , T r e a s .

" ^ M A R R I A G E S H«M.
B E A K S S - W I N S E E — B r o . R o s s , son of B r o .
a n d Sr. C h e s t e r B e a r s s of R i d g e w a y . Ont., a n d
Sr. R o s e , d a u g h t e r of B r o . a n d Sr. Albion
W i n g e r of S t e v e n s v i l l e , O n t a r i o , w e r e u n i t e d in
m a r r i a g e on M a y 24, 1941, a t t h e O n t a r i o B i ble School b y B i s h . B e r t S h e r k . a s s i s t e d b y
B i s h . E . J. S w a l m . M a y t h e L o r d b l e s s t h i s
union for H i s glory.
G - I N D E R - F A U S — B r o . A m o s A. G i n d e r , s o n
of B i s h . a n d Sr. J. T. G i n d e r , a n d Sr. V e r n a S.
F a u s , d a u g h t e r of B r o . a n d Sr. A l b e r t F a u s , of
M a n h e i m , Pa., w e r e u n i t e d in h o l y m a t r i m o n y
in t h e M a n h e i m B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t C h u r c h on
M a y 15, ' 4 1 , a t 1:00 o'clock. B i s h . J. T. G i n d e r
officiated, a s s i s t e d b y B i s h . C. N. H o s t e t t e r , J r . ,
a n d E l d . H e n r y A. G i n d e r .
M a y G o d ' s b l e s s i n g r e s t u p o n t h i s couple.
LEHMAN.BBECHBII.il—On Tuesday even i n g , J u l y 8, 1941, a t t h e h o m e of t h e b r i d e ' s
uncle and aunt, Eld. and Mrs. Jesse F. Lady,
of G r a n t h a m , P a . , Sr. R u t h J o a n B r e c h b i l l of
G r a n t h a m , w a s u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e t o B r o . E a r l
L e h m a n of C a r l i s l e , P a . , in t h e p r e s e n c e of t h e
immediate families and a few friends.
The
ceremony w a s p e r f o r m e d by Eld. J e s s e Lady.
M a y t h e b l e s s i n g of t h e L o r d a t t e n d t h i s
y o u n g c o u p l e a n d m a k e t h e m f r u i t f u l in H i s
service.
LYOKS-WOLGEMUTH-On Saturday, May
31st a t t h e h o m e of t h e b r i d e ' s p a r e n t s , B r o .
a n d Sr. H i r a m W o l g e m u t h of Mt. J o y , P a . .
M i s s M a r t h a C. W o l g e m u t h b e c a m e t h e b r i d e
of C l a r e n c e E . L y o n s of S t r a s b u r g , Pa., son of
Bish. a n d Mrs. J o n a t h a n Lyons, Ft. Erie, Ontario. Canada.
T h e c e r e m o n y t o o k p l a c e a t 11:00 o'clock
a. m . in t h e p r e s e n c e of t h e i m m e d i a t e f a m i l i e s
a n d a f e w f r i e n d s , w i t h t h e f a t h e r of t h e
g r o o m officiating.
S H E T T E R - C r E T T E I . — D e l b e r t L.
Shetter
C h a m b e r s b u r g P a . , R. R. 2 ( M e n n o n i t e ) , a n d
Sr. K a t h e r i n e E. G e t t e l , o l d e s t d a u g h t e r of B r o .
a n d Sr. W a l t e r G e t t e l of S h i p p e n s b u r g , Pa.,
R. R. 3,- w e r e u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e on J u n e 3.
1941, a t t h e h o m e of a n d b y t h e officiating m i n i s t e r , W m . M. A s p e r , of S h i p p e n s b u r g , P a .
M a y God b l e s s t h i s u n i o n t o H i s g l o r y .
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That Fresh Anointing

.-- «* OBITUARIES **.*
EASTON—Bro. William D. Easton was born
in Lancaster Co., Pa., Aug. 24, 1865, and passed
away June 15, 1941, at the ripe age of 75
years, 9 months and 21 days. He leaves to
mourn their loss his wife and two sons. He
was for many years a member of the Brethren
in Christ, and was faithful until his death.
During his illness he would speak to folks
about their soul, being concerned that others
might enjoy the same salvation that makes
him happy.
His remains were laid away in the Florin
Cemetery, with a short service a t the home,
with further service at the Cross-Road Church,
conducted by Elder Clayton Engle assisted by
Abner Martin. The text was the choice of the
family which was also Bro. Easton's favorite
scripture, namely the 23rd Psalm.
MANN—Sarah Jane, daughter of Joshua
and Jane Peffley, was born in Dauphin Co. Pa.,
June 29, 1865, departed this life July 7, 1941,
at her home in Grantham, Pa., aged 76 years
and 8 days.
In the year 1888 she was united in marriage
to John A. Mann who preceded her in death
on March 6, 1928. To this union were born
two daughters and one son, Mrs. Guy Cocklin
of Dillsburg, Pa. R. D.; Mrs. Melvin Souder,
near Grantham, and Harry W. Mann, Grantham Pa., who survive her; also eleven grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
At the age of seventeen she gave her heart
to the Lord and became a member of the Hapoverdale Church of the Brethren. She was a
faithful member of this church until her death.
She loved to attend church services and fellowship with God's people. Her Bible was a
source of pleasure to her and she spent many
hours reading His Word.
Services were held from the home July 9th
at 1:00 p. m. Rev. Jesse Lady of Grantham
Brethren in Christ Church and Rev. Thomas
Patrick of the Hanoverdale Church were the
officiating ministers.
Interment in the H a n overdale cemetery.

Home Missions: Backward
Sections
" Q R i N G UP THE REAR!" is a good motto.
D In the flush and rush of progress and
prosperity we naturally and easily concentrate upon the things that are going the
fastest and promise the greatest immediate
returns; we all like to invest in a going
business. But wisdom at such times, gives
particular attention to backward sections;
it constantly tries to bring up the rear. It
realizes that, whatever noble elements of
strength a thing may have, backward sections imperil its future. Ignorance and
carelessness along the water-shed may send
typhoid into city palaces. Backward sections are breeding Dlaces of destruction.
How may we help the backward sections
of our country? First of all, by remembering the law that to extract a mote out of
another's eye we must first get the beam
out of our own eye. We must begin and
persevere in trying to help the backward
sections of our country—remote mountain
regions; some of our Latin and Indian
peoples; multitudes of school districts, and
some entire counties in great western states
without the Gospel; mining regions, lumber camps, not to mention city slums—
how long and straggling and appalling is
that rear line which has to be brought u p !
But we cannot expect the greatest success
in bringing up the national rear unless we
bring up the backward sections in our own
state, our own city or town, our own little
hamlet or four corners, our own school,
our own church—our own home and our
own heart!—Selected.
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Fannie Erb, Hubbard,

Ore.

E ONCE heard a preacher admonishing
his congregation, that if they
at any time were passing through a dry
spell spiritually, to go to some place of
prayer and stay there till they received a
fresh anointing. But let us look into this
matter a little while. If there were only
one source of anointings, then we could let
the matter rest, and trouble ourselves no
longer, but when the devil also has a hand
in this matter, we do well to look sharply
to our attitude in regard to it.
We are • warned in Scripture that the
devil does not only go about as a roaring
lion, but he also comes to the saint as an
"angel of light." It is his purpose to deceive as many as possible, and the higher
one goes in their Christian life, the more
he works on them.
If our Christian life depended on feeling, then God would have had a certain
set of feelings made to order, which would
accompany salvation, but it pleased Him to
make it a life of faith, (with plenty of feeling thrown i n ) , very likely in order to defeat the great enemy of our souls. One old
hymn says,

W

/ dare not trust the sweetest frame,
But wholly lean on Jesus' name!
and the Scripture says in James 4:3 "Ye
ask and receive not, because ye ask amiss,
that ye may consume it upon your lusts.
(Margin reads—pleasures.)
Now if it is a good feeling we are after
when we pray for a fresh touch from God,
then we are in danger of being side-tracked
by the enemy, for it is a selfish prayer. It
looks like God was a tyrant, that needed to
be teased and coaxed for a blessing. The
mother knows, or should know how much
candy is good for her child, and if she is
a wise mother she will withhold what
would be harmful. Just so with our loving Heavenly Father. He is neither stingy
nor tardy in bestowing his blessings, but
blesses us all the time more than we deserve, and knows just how much is good
for us. But if we insist on having our
own way, He must step aside, and the
enemy steps in, and a first class fanatic is
born.
But if we mean by a "fresh anointing,"
that we want more grace to say, "Thy will
be done"! or that we may be more bold to
declare the whole council of God, (Acts
4:29) then we are in order, and need not
leave the place of prayer without the assurance our prayer is heard, and will be
answered in due time, if not immediately.
To allow the enemy to inject self-pity,
and to allow our prayers to become selfcentered is to invite a false blessing, but
to abandon ourselves into the hands of
God to do with us as seemeth good in His
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sight, this will assure His smile and favour,
and He will take care of the blessing part.
Praise His dear Name!

Confession of Sins

I

T'S A GRAND thing to keep short accounts
with God. I mean in the confession of
sin to Him as our Father. It is our privilege, sure enough, to walk in the light, in
unbroken communion with Him, abiding
in Christ; and "whosoever abideth in him
sinneth not" (I John 3 : 6 ) . But we do not
always so abide, "for in many things we
offend all" (James 3 : 2 ) . What then, is
to be done when a child of God sins?
Does he cease to be a child? or is he just
to go on as if nothing had happened?
Neither.
The Father says, "If we confess our sins,
he is faithful and just to forgive us our
sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (I John 1:9). This is the remedy
for a failing child—"Confess your sins,"
not merely say, "Father, forgive me," but
confess. Drag the sin out into the light—
lay your finger upon the black spot, and
tell your Father exactly what you have
been doing. Do not muffle the confession.
It's an humbling thing, no doubt to go over
the sad story to a Father, but that's what
it is meant you should do; but crying, "Father, forgive me," is a much easier way of
disposing of the thing, but not God's way
at all.
Then another important point is, confess at once. Whenever your sin comes to
your knowledge make a clean breast of it;
but if you don't the load will get heavier,
and the cloud darker, until at last you'll not
know your whereabouts at all. Your conscience defiled and hardened, your communion with God broken, you will wander
away further from God till either a fall
into open sin or the stroke of a Father's
rod, wakes you up to consciousness.
Many believers are like a clock that is
"wound u p " only once a day. They keep
up all their sins till bed-time and then in
a general way bundle them all together,
and tell God how bad they've been all day
and ask His forgiveness. The program for
the next night night is the same, and so on.
It is needless to say that such people don't
know communion with God.
Young believer, wherever you are—in
the shop, the factory, the kitchen or on the
street—the moment you fail, confess to
your Father—keep a conscience tender as
the apple of the eye; and thus walking in
the light you can easily see the shadow of
a cloud. He is "Faithful" and "just" to
forgive. Faithful, because he said it's just,
for the blood has been shed; and you must
just believe it, as you did at first, without
"feeling," "or waiting for a change."
—The Barley Cake.
" 0 Lord my God, I cried unto thee, and
thou hast healed me."—Psalms 30:2.
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to know the Saviour who gave His life a
ransom for them."—Pickering.

Missions
i

April and May at Mtshabezi
PRIL 9-23—Bro. Winger on General
Superintendent's visit to N. Rhodesia.
April 11—Good Friday. School holiday. We had a service to remember the
death of our Lord. The message on the
significance of Christ's last words was instructional, inspirational, and much appreciated by the congregation.
April 12-13—Bulawayo friends were
here. They and the Hersheys went to
Kwakwe School about seven miles away
for services. One of the visitor's, elderly
Mr. Walker of the Salvation Army, stayed
and went with Bro. Hershey on a two
weeks' kraal school visitation. He enjoyed
the visit to the various schools immensely,
and felt that a good work was being done.
April 25—Elmo and Ruth Winger came
home for a three weeks' school holiday.
April 29—A policeman from Gwanda
called to leave census papers to be filled
out on May 6th.
May 3, 4—Bro. and Sr. Winger and
Ruth, and Sr. Lady were at Matopo for
baptizing and love feast services.
May 5—Some of the workers go over to
Mayezane about twenty miles away to see
Masikwa Mlotywa, who is very ill. They
found him weak, but strong enough to
pray, which he did. He has been a backslider for many years, but he says he wants
to serve the Lord. (Some days later he
came to the hospital, and at the time of
writing he has just gone home, much better. Do pray that he may really return
to the L o r d ) .
May 16—Elmo Winger was taken to the
hospital after being ill for some time.
May 17, 18—Baptismal and communion
services here. We were very glad to have
Bro. and Sr. Steckley and Bro. Brenamans
down for this occasion. Thirty-eight were
baptized and one returned to church fellowship. There were a large number of
communicants on Sunday. Pray that those
who have thus joined the Church might
stand true.
May 19—Startling news over the radio
this evening! The "Zamzam" is thought
to be sunk, the safety of the passengers uncertain. We leave in God's hands those of
our number who were on it. Surely God
is able to meet their needs.
May 20-28—The radio and newspapers
give us a bit more news about the "Zamzam" from time to time. We rejoice to
hear that the passengers were saved, but
pray that in all the hard things they may
be called upon to suffer, God may in some
way, even though we might not see how,
get glory to His name through this experi-
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ence, and put his protecting arm around
each of his children who were on that
ship. The natives had been asking for so
long whether we had had any news of the
Halls. May 21 when special prayer was
had for Halls and Elmo, two of our men
prayed such earnest, inspiring, trustful
prayers on their behalf. One thing they
mentioned was that God was Lord of the
ocean as well as of the land, and that He
can take care of His own no matter where
they may be.
May 22—Some of us went over to
Kwakwe district this afternoon to visit
Naka Matozi, the mother of one of our
teachers, Rachel Mpofu, whom we took
with us. Naka Matozi we found very ill
with what seemed to be a bad case of malaria, but we are glad to say at this writing
she is improving nicely. Her husband,
Mawu Mpofu, was there too—an old backslider. Pray that he may return to God.
His wife is such an earnest Christian. We
also visited in the home of a native evangelist, Mlobeki Moyo, and stopped for a
few minutes at a couple of other villages.
At this writing, Naka Matozi is much better
again.
May 25—Twins were born at the hospital, but sad to say, their mother is the
second wife of a man whose first wife is a
Christian.
May 26—Elmo had an operation today.
We thank God for answered prayer for her
thus far, and we trust that soon she will
be feeling more like herself again.
We have been having warm weather for
this time of the year. The natives are not
very busy in their villages these days, because the crops were very poor due to
drought and spasmodic rains.
Pray for us and the work. May we all
remember that God is still on His throne,
even in these dark and troublous times.

—F. M. Frey.

The Missionary's Viewpoint
" \ A / H Y DO YOU wish to r e t u r n ? " said
V V Dr. Jowett to a missionary who
had been invalided home.
"Because I can't sleep for thinking of
them."—Pickering.
*
•*
*
A missionary in Africa writes: "I have
dwelt four years alone in Africa, have been
thirty times stricken with fever, have been
attacked by rhinoceri and lions, have been
ambushed by natives, have eaten everything from ants to rhinoceri, but I would
gladly go through the same experience
again for the joy of teaching these people

"If I were a missionary," said a leading
Hindu, "I would not argue concerning the
Bible. I would give the people the Book
and say, 'Read that.' " Only of God can
it be said: "The entrance of thy words giveth light."—Selected.

Look Into Faces—And Pray

Y

EARS AGO, IN CHICAGO, Dr.

Henry

Mc-

Scudder, of the famous missionary
Scudder family, was in an evangelistic
meeting where the ardent leader claimed
that every true Christian should spend several hours each day upon his knees. Dr.
Scudder was asked, "How many hours do
you spend each d a y ? " He replied: " I
may not spend as much time on my knees
as our enthusiastic friend thinks necessary,
but I go up and down the crowded streets
of this busy city, and hundreds of people,
young and old, weary and forlorn, pass
me. I never allow this human parade to
pass unnoticed. I do not withdraw into
my thoughts away from it. I have trained
myself to keep looking at it. I look into
their faces and pray for every one of them,
not on my knees, but on my feet. I spend
much time every day in prayer."
—King's Business.

Hudson Taylor's Mother
did I know at the time what was
LITTLE
going on in the heart of my dear mother,
seventy or eighty miles away. She rose
from the dinner table that afternoon with a
tense yearning for the conversion of her boy,
and feeling that, absent from home and
having more leisure than she could otherwise secure, a special opportunity was afforded her of pleading with God in my behalf, she went to her room, and turning the
key in the door, resolved not to leave that
spot until her prayers were answered. Hour
after hour that dear mother pleaded for me,
until at length she could pray no longer, but
was constrained to praise God for that
which His Spirit taught her had already
been accomplished—the conversion of her
only son. When our mother came home a
fortnight later, I was the first to meet her
at the door, and to tell her I had such glad
news to give. I can almost feel that dear
mother's arms around my neck, as she
pressed me to her bosom, and said, "I know,
my boy; I have been rejoicing for a fortnight in the glad tidings you have to tell
me." "Why," I asked in surprise, "has
Amelia broken her promise? She said she
would tell no one." My mother assured me
that it was not from any human source that
she had learned the tidings, and went on to
tell me the incident mentioned above. You
will agree with me that it would be strange
indeed if I were not a believer in the power
of prayer.—The United Evangelical.
"Cast thy bread upon the waters: for thou
shalt find it after many days." Eccl. 11:1.
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The Duty of Young People to
the Local Church
Dorothy

Council

V I S I T O R

full debt to the church who fails in tithing
nor will he have God's full blessing without it. This is the only way the church
gets its support to carry on and win souls.
A spiritual leader once said, "Old men
for counsel, young men for battle." Granting this to be true, let us put on the "whole
armor of God" and give our all in the
service of the Lord and the church knowing that he who saves his life shall lose
it but he who loses his life for Christ's
sake and the furtherance of the Gospel will
find it again in the land of eternal day.
So on to victory. The trumpet is sounding.
The victory is certain. There must be no
laggards. Under the banner of full salvation the day will be won.—Pilgrim's
Advocate.

HE WORD DUTY, as it is used in the title
of this paper, is really interpreted as
a moral obligation; but when a young person is truly converted and Spirit-filled, a
moral duty becomes a spiritual privilege.
It would mean disaster for anyone to attempt to perform his duty to the church
without the prompting of a spiritual impulse. The letter, or the mere keeping of
the law, killeth, but the Spirit giveth life.
Let us consider some real privileges of the
young people in serving the church.
First:
The privilege of spiritual life
and power. A live church is a growing
The Kingdom and the Times
church and spirituality is the prime requisite for God's blessing. What a great place
there is for a spirit-filled young person "Who knoweth whether thou art come to
the kingdom for such a time as this?"
in the service of the King! Spirituality
Esther 4:14
means light, warmth, zeal, power, and
glory; and how greatly these elements are
O EACH OF us, like Esther, God has givneeded today. The fire of the Holy Ghost
en a kingdom of influence and power
will weld the church into a unit of strength
and power for the Master. So in speaking and has, in His providence, placed us in
of a young person's duty towards the times and circumstances best adapted for
church, and his privileges in the church, the exercise of the power entrusted to us.
Our natural talents, endowments and adspirituality should be the first emphasized.
Secondly: The prompt attendance at all vantages constitute part of our trust in
church services. Dilatory service is in- God. Esther's beautiful face was part of
excusable. Sloth is killing in the church her kingdom. Beloved, do you recognize
as well as in business. There is no place that even your person, your intellectual
in the service of the church for loafers, gifts, all that constitute your personality,
slackers and indolent, lazy Christians. In are a trust from God and for God? Young
fact there are no real Christians who can man, do you realize that your splendid
be justly described as lazy, indolent and physical strength, your bright intellect are
not given you that you may waste them in
slackers.
The King's business is important. It self-indulgence and use them to draw
concerns the salvation of the world and around you the admiration of others, but
the conservation of spirituality.
And that you may spend them for Him who lovyet the church, as well as the individ- ed you and gave Himself for you? Young
uals that compose it, can die very quickly woman, do you know your bright face and
of the disease of "do-nothing-ness". attractive person, your manners, your powMay God give us a vision of a fiery loyalty er to win the love of others, were never
and a holy zeal that will set us going a- given you for selfish gratification, or that
you might become the center of a circle of
mile-a-minute for God and the church.
idolatrous homage; but that you might use
Third: Support. There are many kinds
them for God, that you might dedicate
of support. As Aaron and Hur held up
them to His glory, that you might pour
the arms of Moses to the defeat of the enout upon His bosom the fullness of your
emies of Israel, so today young people may
affection, and that you might sacredly use
hold up the arms of the church in various
your personal influence and powers to adways. There is the support of example.
vance His kingdom.
Most people are won by example. What
do people think of your church when they
God led Esther, in His providence, into
Watch your life?
a palace and made her a bride of a king,
There is the financial support. God has giving her thus an influence that practicalgiven us a financial plan called tithing. ly controlled the whole world. Likewise.
It is scriptural and invokes God's blessing. God has given to each of us our places in
How many times the Bible speaks of "all life, our relationships, our friendships, our
the tithes." No young person is paying his family ties, our wealth or poverty, our
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occupations, as channels of holy influence
and opportunities of service for His kingdom.
We have not the placing of ourselves,
but the filling of our place. Sometimes
the humblest place is as important as the
most prominent, even as the little jeweled
pivot in the watch is the axis of the whole
machinery: and the piston in the engine
moves the whole works of the factory.
Let us, therefore, recognize every place in
life and every circumstance that comes to
' us as a definite occasion for some heavenly
purpose: let us seek to use it for the service and glory of our God.
Are you in the family circle? You are
there to be a blessing to those around you.
Are you rich, your money is not your own
but a trust for God. Are you in a business
position? You are not there merely to
seize the opportunity for gain and aggrandizement but to glorify God in every person you meet. Are you a workman in the
factory? You are there for the salvation
of somebody or for the uplifting of the
name of Christ in the face of some dishonor or insult, or to set an example in
which they shall see and recognize their
Master. Are you surrounded by uncongenial and unholy associates? You are
there that you may bring to them the light
that they will never read in the Bible or
see in any volume, but the living tablet
of your life. God help you to recognize
your kingdom and to use it, for your King.
Do we realize, beloved, the high place
which He has given us? It is even as
Esther's, the Church of God is the Bride
of the King of kings and has been raised
from nothingness and worthlessness to
share all His resources and glory, to represent Him in all His fulness, to draw from
Him in all His might and to use His power
to establish His own Kingdom.
Like the times of Esther, this is the time
when souls are in peril. Her people were
in danger of perishing. Are there not
those around us on every side who are in
greater danger? Are there none of those
in our families who are perishing without
Christ? Are there not those in our social
circle who are strangers to God and who
are dying without His heavenly love? And
are there not in the wider circle of heathendom, a thousand millions of immortal souls
passing one by one, with every breath we
draw, unsaved into the presence of the
Judge while their blood is sprinkled upon our luxuries and the dark shadow of
their curse falls upon selfish brows if we
have not done all in our power to save
them. Oh, let us rise to meet his highest
expectation. Let us be found worthy of
the glorious times in which our Master has
allowed our lot to be cast.—Selected by
Adda Wolgemuth.
"Wise men lay up knowledge; but the
mouth of the foolish is near destruction."
Proverbs 10:14.
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faculty, class of 1941, and friends. This
is the culmination of years of labor and
activity. For the most part, I am sure, it
has been a pleasure. Allow me to congratulate you for the commendable manner in which you have presented this prog r a m ; and may I extend to you a "God
bless you" as you continue down through
the walks of life.
In a sense life begins today. Life takes
on a new meaning. I illustrate with a
poem by Ruth Comfort Mitchell Young:
A tired old doctor died today and a baby
was born—•
A little new soul that was pink and frail
and a soul that was gray and worn,
And—halfway
there and halfway here—
On a white high hill of shining air,
They met and passed and paused to speak
in the flushed and hearty dawn.
The man looked doivn at the soft, small
thing with wise and weary eyes,
And the little chap looked back at him
with startled, scared surmise:
And then he shook his downy head—
"I think I wont be born," he said.
"You are too gray and sad!" He shrank
from the pathway down the skies.
But the tired old doctor roused once more
at the battle cry of birth,
And there was memory in his look of grief
and toil and mirth.
"Go on!" he said. "It's good—and bad:
"It's hard! Go on! It's ours, my lad!"
He stood and urged him out of sight, down
to the waiting earth.
My friends, life is a mixture, more than
ever today and the old doctor was right.
"Life is good—and bad." It's hard, but
let us go on! It's ours, my friends.
If we are looking for the good, there is
plenty of it. If we are looking for the
evil, there is also plenty of that. The
world is good and bad, nevertheless, it is
ours. It is our world to live in; our world
•to chose in, and our world to make better.
Class of 1941, you are about to arrive.
Your commencement will soon be history.
You are going out into a world that's good
and bad, but it's ours. The days and years
ahead are new, untrodden, and abounding
in opportunities and possibilities.

Let us remember, this Memorial Day of
1941, that the heroes of the past are looking down upon us. They are gone, but
their memory lingers.
Let us recall that noble cloud of witnesses recorded in Hebrews eleven—Abel,
Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
Moses, Gideon, and a host of others, and
remember that they are looking down upon
us. "Let us lay aside every weight and
sin—and run with patience the race that
is set before us."
"We build the future by the support of
dead men." The heroes of the past have
not lived in vain. We are building and
will continue to build on the foundations
which they have laid. S. R. Smith, J. R.
Zook, and E. H. Hess are gone, but we will
build the future on the foundations these
men have planted.
The writer to the Hebrews says, "looking unto Jesus". This will help you, not as
some preachers say, "to get hold of God."
Do not try to get hold of God, but let oGd
get hold of you. You be his servant.
Sitting at the feet of Jesus is a good
place to learn and gird for the battle, and
let me remind you, my young friends, that
there is a battle looming before you, and
that it will be a stiff one. Unless you are
undergirded by a power greater and stronger than human strength, you will lose;
but with a consciousness that you are going
somewhere, 'living with a purpose", and
that underneath you are the Everlasting
Arms, you will arrive.
Do you see that lad of twenty-five centuries ago looking down upon us. "He
purposed in his heart." He had convictions. His convictions were in his blood.
They were not "rubbed on". The glamour
of the greatest court in the world could
not change him. Yes, he was a slave, a
foreigner. He was a hated Jew. All the
odds were against him, except that God
lived in his soul.
It's not the name of our faith that counts.
It's not our station in life, but is God with
us? Is He holding me? Is He my guide?
Recently, two young men and two young
ladies went out for a date. They cruised
down the highway in a gleaming car. Soon
they stopped at a large roadhouse with
many lights. They entered and seated themselves at a table. A waitress approached
with an air of "What will you have?" One
of the young men replied, "Four beers,
please." One of the young ladies answered, in tones clear and distinct, "No beer
for me, make mine an orangeade." This
took courage, but she was the hero of the
crowd, and all who were nearby knew it.
Daniel was no jellyfish. He had a rudder. He knew where he was going. Yes,
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he was a wallflower, but let me tell you
wallflowers do more towards shaping the
destinies of the world than all the spineless
jellyfish who fall in with every fad that
comes along.
Class of 1941, you are enacting a scene
here today, the like of which has been witnessed for many years. You are graduating. You have been educated, I hope.
What is an educated man? How does he
act? What does he look like? What can

he do?
Let me answer my own questions in the
words of the famed preacher, Dr. Joseph
Fort Newton, "A man is educated when he
can look out upon the universe, now lucid
and lovely, now dark and terrible, with a
sense of his own littleness in the great
scheme of things, and yet have faith and
courage. When he knows how to make
friends and keep them; above all, when he
can keep friends with himself.
"He is educated when he can be happy
alone, and high-minded amid the meaner
drudgeries of life. When he can look into
a wayside puddle and see something besides mud, and into the face of the most
forlorn mortal and see something beyond
sin. When he knows how to live, how to
love, how to hope, how to pray, glad to
live and not afraid to die, in his hand a
sword for evil, in his heart a bit of song."
As I look at this fine class of excellent
young people, my heart throbs with high
hope. You have a great future ahead. The
world may be severe with you. It no doubt
will give you some blows. It may put you
down. But remember, it is not the blows
that subdue us, but our reaction to them.
Keep in your hand a sword for evil and in
your heart a song, and you will arrive feeling that the world is both good and bad,
but you will also have a glow that it is
yours.
For four years these young people have
been preparing to live, and I am sure they
have been taught to live with a purpose
and aim. Do not be discouraged at the
first rebuff. Remember that the good things
of this world belong to you.
"A poor boy in a Pennsylvania town
was struggling for an education. He studied and toiled until he finally got through.
Hearing of a vacancy in a Chicago bank,
he decided to try for it. His mother objected and his friends laughed at him, telling him there would be many applicants
in a big city like Chicago and no chance
for him. But he went. He met the bank
president, who touched a button; the bank's
detective stepped in; he looked at the boy
and went out. The president said, 'Come
back in a week.' He came back. The
president said, 'There were forty-three applicants we were considering for the place.
All have been watched for a week. Only
two boys passed the character examination,
which touched particularly the points of
extravagance, vice, where evenings were
spent, and the Sabbath Day. All this is
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strictly business, and not at all an inquisition into private character. This bank must
take into account these things for its own
sake. Of the two you have the better qualifications and the place is yours.' "
In the words of Dean Inge, "Get your
values right and begin with yourself."
"Seek first the kingdom of God."
Finding the goal is something very personal. Seek the ideal, rather than the appeal. Close your eyes and ears to the
voices of pleasure, and set before the mind
the true and false together; choose the true
simply for its own sake. This is a struggle.
But remember, you are not alone in the
struggle. There is One who has promised
never to leave you nor forsake you.
In the sheltered home, in the Sunday
school, and in Messiah Bible College, you
can say " N o " to temptation. But when
you are on the street of life alone, then you
are really in the fight. Let's not fold up
in the presence of evil suggestion. More
valorous must they be who are victors in
the battle.
From the dark hours of the world's history the greatest heroes have come. Out
of the Battle of the Ages, the victors arise.
The quiet little monk of Wittenburg became the hero of the Protestant Reformation when he was brought face to face with
his opponents at Worms, for he obeyed
his conscience when it bade him stand true
to his convictions. His words rang with
the courage of a martyr: "Here I stand.
I can do no other. God help me."
That spirit is in demand today. Will
you answer that call?

were absent at church. I knelt and prayed: " 0 Lord, if Thou dost exist, hear me.
If there be a heaven to gain and a hell to
shun, show it to me. I have never believed
it, but if all these things be true, and the
Bible true, reveal it to me, enlighten me."
Then I searched the Bible. Commencing with the New Testament, I read chapter after chapter, with intense interest and
absorbed attention, ever and anon asking
God to show me the truth. The more I
read the stronger my interest grew, and
deeper and deeper this astounding conviction fastened upon me, All this is true!
I have lived all my life believing lies! I
am a sinner! I am lost!
I examined the Bible, I dwelt on the
Creation, the Fall, the Coming of Christ:
deeper and deeper grew the conviction of
my guilt. My anxiety became intense, and
I did not attempt to conceal it. Every day
throughout that week I spent all my time
in searching the Word of God and in prayer, sometime spending the whole day alone
in the wood, beseeching God to have mercy
on my soul.
At last, one Sunday morning, just a
week from the day I had set apart to "see
if these things were true," while riding
to church, Christ revealed Himself to me as
a Saviour—as my justification. The way of
salvation appeared clear and plain, and I
inwardly exclaimed, "I know that my Redeemer liveth!" My soul was filled with
unspeakable joy.

Sure Cure for Skepticism

I had, in truth, found out by my own
experience the truth and reality of conversion, and I soon commenced to tell
others what a wondrous Saviour I had
found.
The above testimony was given almost
fifty years ago by a man who was even
then quite old. He has since, doubtless,
gone to his rest with Christ above. But
though dead he yet speaks through this
account of his cure from skepticism, and
consequent conversion to God.
Let him speak to you, my reader; and
if afflicted with a like skepticism, or any
doubts whatever concerning the truth of
Christ and the Scriptures, take his method,
and, if really honest, you will be cured.
The Bible is "God's word written," and it
will very quickly demonstrate itself to be
this to you if you will read it with the
honest purpose, not of judging it, but of
letting it judge you. This is what it will
surely do, for it "is quick (living) and
powerful, and sharper than any two-edged
sword."
'Your great need is Christ, and the Scriptures testify of Him. Him you are sure
to find there if you "search for Him with
all your heart." It is not so much your
head that needs to be convinced, as it is

C. Knapp

I

DID NOT BELIEVE in the Bible nor in the

reality of Christian experience at all.
I considered what was called "conversion"
as a delusion, or the effect of excitement
upon the imagination, and Christians as
a set of fanatics. I had studied skeptical
writers, and was confirmed in my belief
that death is an eternal sleep—no heaven
and no hell. Yet, as the years passed on,
an occasional doubt would arise. The question would force itself upon me, What if
these things should prove true?
Then
what will become of me?
After suffering long from these annoying doubts and suggestions, I resolved to
try a method which would enable me to
become entirely and forever free from
them. I said to myself, I will secretly try
the very method these Christians propose.
They recommend prayer and Bible reading-: I will test their own way myself, and
if there be anything in Christianity I will
find it; if not, my mind shall never more
be disturbed by a doubt—no, never.
Accordingly, I secured a day of solitude,
a Sunday when all members of the family
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tongue broke forth in
strains,
And sang redeeming grace."

unknown
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your heart that needs to be convicted of its
sin, and of the wondrous fact that "God is
l o v e : " that in the sacrifice of His Son
upon the cross He has made full provision
for your soul's redemption.
" 0 taste and see, that the Lord is good!"
We "have tasted that the Lord is gracious."

The Critics of the Bible

N

O BOOK IN THE world has been so misjudged as the Bible. Men judge it
without reading it. Or perhaps they read
a bit here and a bit there and then close it
saying, "It is so dark and mysterious!"
You take any other book and read it.
Someone asks what you think of it. You
reply, "Well, I have read it only once,
not very carefully, and I should not like to
give an opinion."
Yet people take God's Word, read a few
pages and condemn the whole. Of all the
skeptics and infidels I have ever met speaking against the Bible, I have never met one
who read it through. There may be such
men, but I have never met one. It is simply an excuse.
Of course we shall not understand the
Bible all at once, but we are not to condemn it on that account.
Suppose I should say to my boy when
he comes home from school, "Willie, can
you write? Can you read? Can you understand algebra, geometry, Latin and
Greek?"
"Why, Papa," he would answer, "How
funny you talk! I have been trying all
day to learn the ABC!"
And if I should say, "If you have not
yet finished your education, you need not
go any more," you would say I had gone
mad.
There would be just as much reason in
that as in the way some people talk about
the Bible. My friends, the men who have
been studying the Bible for fifty years
have never got down to the depths of the
everliving stream.—D. L. Moody.
"Make a joyful noise unto God, all ye
lands: Sing forth the honour of his name;
make his praise glorious. All the earth
shall worship thee. ." Psalms 6 6 : 1 , 2, 4a.

BIBLE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

WATCH THIS COLUMN!
"LET the Word of Christ dwell In
you richly."
DOES IT?
A Bible Quiz that you can study
in your own home.
SOON TO APPEAR!
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Central Committee Notes
(Continued from page 227)
port. One of the most important methods
of support which anyone can employ is by
way of the throne. We crave your remembrance at the mercy seat. For we have
launched in the spirit of Christian compassion, as a cup of cold water in His name.
Yours for the distressed,
Jesse W. Hoover.

The Cost of the Social Gospel
HE SOCIAL GOSPEL has done away with
the evangelical gospel.
The social gospel has cast away the
mourner's bench.
The social gospel has done away with
revivals.
The social gospel has emptied the prayer
meetings. .
The social gospel has turned our
churches into social clubs, play houses,
gymnasiums, supper rooms, and filled with
worldliness.
The social gospel has robbed the preacher of all soul-saving passion.
The social gospel has turned the pulpit
into a forum.
The social gospel has killed out the
prophet and installed the promoter.
Let any reasonable, sound-thinking Protestant preacher look around him today and
see our country as it is—morally, socially,
spiritually—not to mention the political
and economic aspects and let him view the
state of the churches and then ask himself
a square, open question: What have we
gained by the social gospel ? Think again
what we have lost.
We have lost prohibition—our social
order was too rotten to preserve it.
We have lost the Sabbath.
We have lost sound doctrine.
We have lost our congregations.
We have lost the annual revival.
We have lost the young people.
We have lost the spiritual fire and passion.
No, brother, this is not pessimism—no!
It is only a statement of actual fact and
disagreeable truth. Let us get back to
God and to the gospel for our country's
sake.—Publisher Unknown.

T

A Tragedy in Four Acts
The author is "Simpson

Summons"

Act I. An Empty Pew
INISTER depressed. Friends wondering.
Motoring? Week-end gaiety? Indisposition? Lack of interest? Why? Unbelievers rejoicing.
Act II. An Empty Heart
Much engrossed. Terribly tempted by
the secular. No time for God, or prayer,

M
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or thoughts on higher things. Ill-prepared
for temptations—often giving way.
Act III. An Empty Life
•
Influence for God, nil. Influence for
church, nil. Influence over children, helping them to chose the best, nil. No accumulated faith or power over others for
good.
Act IV. An Empty Heaven
No treasures laid up there by faithfulness below. No special adaptation to or
fitness for life at God's right hand. No
understanding of the deep things.
God alone knows the real tragedy of the
Empty Pew.

Seven Whosoevers of
Condemnation
1. "Whosoever committeth sin is the
servant of sin" (John 8:34).
2. "Therefore thou art inexcusable, 0
man, whosoever thou art that judgest: for
wherein thou judgest another, thou condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest doest the same things" (Rom. 2 : 1 ) .
3. "Whosoever shall keep the law and
yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all"
(James 2 : 1 0 ) .
4. "Whosoever denieth the Son, the
same hath not the Father" ( I John 2 : 2 3 ) .
5. "Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin is the trans-

gression of the law," or rather lawlessness
(I John 3 : 4 ) .
6. "Whosoever doth not righteousness
is not of God" (I John 3:10).
7. "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not
God" (II John 9 ) . — J . T. Larsen in The
King's Business.

That Bright Morning
Vow; the shadows of the evening
Gently steal across the sky;
Soon we'll see our Savior coming—
Lo! the hour is drawing nigh;
Coming for the pure and holy
By His saints to be admired,
Those redeemed from every nation,
All in garments white attired.
At the thought of that bright morning,
Not a fear steals o'er the soul
That is robed in white adorning,
Pressing forward to the goal;
Nay, reluctantly we linger
In this ivorld of earthly night,
When we think of that fair morning,
When our Lord appears in sight.
—Selected.
"Receive my instruction, and not silver;
and knowledge rather than choice gold."
—Proverbs 8:10.

ANOTHER WORD FROM T H E PUBLICATION BOARD
In the Conference Issue of the Evangelical Visitor (June 2 ) , in connection
with our Conference tour of the E. V. Publishing House, and in our Annual
Report to General Conference, we explained briefly the need of an addition
to be built to the rear of the Publishing House. At present we are having to
rent space in another building. This enlargement would provide space for our
paper stocks, and perhaps make room for a complete bindery, where books to
be cloth bound could be done in our plant after they are printed.
Many Conference attendants responded liberally, raising a nucleus of
over $535.00 toward this project. Some of our Brethren took home with them
several of the "Buy a Brick" books for the purpose of giving their Sunday
Schools and others at home, a chance to buy bricks for this new addition to
the Publishing House. We appreciate this interest and cooperation very much,
and suggest that this opportunity be extended to as many as possible in local
Sunday Schools and Young People's groups. Many of our Congregations have
pledged an annual offering for the Publishing House, and this would be a
splendid way to take it this year. Every child can buy at least one "brick" at
10c.
If you are one of those who did not take any "brick books" home with
you, just drop a card to the Secretary of the Publication Board, Ohmer U. Herr,
Clayton, Ohio, or to the E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana, and as
many as you desire will be sent to you. All money received from whatever
amount of the bricks you are able to sell, and all other contributions toward
this project, should be sent to the Publication Board Treasurer, Charles E.
Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Thank you,
Ohmer U. Herr, Secretary.

